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POH£-YEMO'S REPRESENTATIVE
AND THE PUEBLO REVOLT OF 1680

FRAY ANGELICO CHAVEZ

in New Mexico's long history
is the Indian Pueblo Revolt of 1680, when the pueblos managed
to unite briefly for one concerted effort which put an end to the
Spanish colony and the Franciscan missions for a time. T wentyone friars and several Spanish families were massacred in one day,
August 10, and the Spaniards were soon forced to retreat to the
distant and southernmost mission center of Guadalupe del Paso,
now Ciudad Juarez in Mexico. The causes for the rebellion were
several, but ancient pueblo belief was the one adduced by the
main leaders as the rallying cry. It was the "ancient ones" of the
pueblos versus the God and the saints of the Spaniards. For eighty
years the Franciscans had clamored for the complete elimination
of the estufas (now called kivas), which in their estimation were
hotbeds of idolatry; also, that of the masked dances and related
native practices which they considered not only idolatrous, but
grossly immoral from the Christian point of view. These they
lumped together under the term cachinas. Simply to provoke the
missionaries, or else bribed by the Indian ritual leaders, certain
Spaniards in the succession of governors and their henchmen refused to cooperate, so that the abolition of kivas and cachinas was
occasional and sporadic; those eliminated were promptly restored
in most pueblos.!
Such internal Church-State dissensions, to be sure, did nothing
to improve the Indian ritual leaders' regard for the Spaniards.
Moreover, and this is something never considered before by historians, some of the principal and most intelligent ones among
THE POINT OF HIGHEST DRAMA
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the leaders were not pure-bred Pueblo Indians. Some were the
offspring of an unscrupulous Spanish colonist and a pueblo
woman; others were descended from Negroid-Amerindian servants, brought from New Spain by the first colonists, who married
into the pueblos; and so during those first eighty years certain mestizos gravitated into pueblo life. A complicated inner resentment
against the prevailing caste system had made them identify themselves further with the Pueblo Indian and his beliefs, while their
native and acquired capabilities· were superior to those of the
inbred pueblos who knew little outside their individual restricted
cosmos. Otherwise, the ordinary run of Pueblo Indians had been
happy with the many material benefits brought them by the
padres. Their limited grasp of Spanish Catholic doctrine and external worship dovetailed nicely with a native mythology which
was their very life. They appreciated the protection which Spanish arms afforded against their perennial enemies, the Apache and
other marauding tribes. In a way, for these common people, who
in their simpliCity had quietly combined interior ancestral belief
with the external Catholic forms of worship, any demands made
by the friars were less onerous than those made by their own
ritual leaders, from whose complete influence they were being
wooed. Native pueblo ritual and government required total surrender of the person.
.It was the ritual leaders in each pueblo, the "representatives"
of superior beings in a native mythology, which we will have to
consider briefly, who resented European domination, no matter
what the material benefits. The most resentful, and also potentially
dangerous, were those hybrid leaders just mentioned. Nor can we
eliminate a certain amount of laudable nativistic feeling on the
part of the people in general, although it was far from the modem
notion of "patriotism" anachronistically attributed to them by current American writers. Power and revenge, in the guise of native
belief, were the prime motive. We might compare the situation
with that of the fifteenth-century monarchy of Spain, with its
closely interlaced feudal nobility and church hierarchy, which set
up the Inquisition under the banner of the Faith to consolidate
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and preserve its position against the divisive forces that it saw in
the Moors, the Jews, and the Protestant Reformation. Except that
these poor Indian leaders in the past had been altogether incapable
of conjuring up any such Inquisition, or even a swift and definite
revolution. The pueblo people in general, besides being satisfied
with things as they were, were slow to respond to a war cry. Their
agelong sedentary life of primitive agriculture and continuous
ceremonial had made them a "peaceful people," seldom able to
defend themselves against the warlike Apache hunters who from
time immemorial had invaded the pueblos at harvest time. To
stand up to Spanish firearms and European martial skills was
suicidal, as some few found out on different occasions during that
eighty-year period. Moreover, different pueblo groups were divided
from each other by language and ancient animosities. And there
was that internal struggle of long standing among the ritual leaders
themselves in each pueblo, a fact noted by modern anthropologists
as well as the pioneer missionaries. 2
But the fact is that the many pueblos did manage to unite most
effectively in that year of 168o, to the great surprise of the Spaniards, and to the wonder of serious historians ever since. In all
subsequent histories the tactical genius has been thought to be El
Pope of San Juan, from many scattered testimonies recorded in the
Otermin journals of 1681 . Yet, from the very start, Governor
Otermin and his captains sensed that El Pope could not have done
it all alone, and therefore tried to discover the chief culprit, or culprits, by interrogating their first prisoners. On August 9, 1680,
two young men from Tesuque were caught bearing a message of
rebellion and a hide thong with two knots signifying the number
of days left. All that the frightened youths could reveal under pressure was a "common report among all the Indians that there had
come to them from very far away toward the north a letter from an
Indian lieutenant [teniente} of Po he yemu to the effect that all
of them in general should rebel, and that any pueblo that would
not agree to it they would destroy, killing all the people. It was
reported that this Indian lieutenant of Po he yemu was very tall,
black, and had very large yellow eyes, and that everyone feared
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him greatly."3 The Spanish officials simply took this for a fable,
concluding that the Indian leaders had deluded these youths and
the people in general with this reference to one of their heathen
"gods" or "spirits." It is evident that the young pair had divulged
all they knew, and that Otermin and his men failed to detect
a real human instigator behind their statement. For it certainly
looked like the description of some grotesquely masked mythological creature which the Spaniards regarded as the "devil."
Again, a similar interrogation took place on August 20, after the
Governor's forces broke a painful siege of Santa Fe by putting
more than fifteen hundred warriors to rout, killing three hundred,
and taking forty-seven prisoners. On being questioned, these unfortunate captives confessed that they "had a mandate of an Indian
who lives a very long way from this kingdom, toward the north,
from which region Montezuma came, and who is the lieutenant
of Po he yemu; and that this person ordered all the Indians to
take part in the treason and rebellion.... For fear of this they all
joined together, killing the priests and the Spaniards.... "4 Once
again it is evident that this was all the poor prisoners knew, else
at least one of the forty-seven would have revealed the identity
of that "person." And again Otermin took this as an affront to his
intelligence; in his anger he had them all shot for mocking him
with a mere Indian fable. To him and his men the person of the
teniente and Pohe-yemo himself were one and the same pagan
demon. 5 But we shall soon see that he was a very human personI shall translate teniente as "representative" from now on. It expresses more fully the double function of someone "taking the
place of" and "assuming the person" of Pohe-yemo. The Frenchderived "lieutenant" has too many European military and political
connotations.
What first led me to suspect a real human person in the Representative of Pohe-yemo, a man who was unusually tall and black
in comparison with the average small and not too tawny Pueblo
Indian, and one with big yellow eyes, which promptly suggests a
mulatto, was the records of a controversy in Santa Fe in 1766.
It involves five generations of the Naranjo family of th~ Santa
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Cruz-Santa Clara valley whose antecedents were Negroid and
who, most significantly, were accused of having fomented Indian
insurrections in the past. 6 Then, there is an amply documented
legend, originating with the ordinary Spanish colonists of those
Revolt times, which told of the Devil appearing as a black giant
during the 1680 siege of Santa Fe. 7 All this provided me with
enough incentive and material for a thorough investigation of the
problem, concerned mainly with a big Negro or black-eomplexioned mulatto named Naranjo, who at some period before the
Revolt of 1680 insinuated himself among the ritual leaders of the
pueblos, several of them hybrid individuals like himself. Either
to enjoy personal power, or to avenge himself on the Europeans
who for so long, and sometimes most cruelly, had lorded it over
the primitive colored races, or for both reasons, he most cleverly
employed the myth of Pohe-yemo to unite the ever-dissident
Pueblo Indians for a successful blow. It is not the first time that
an African spoiled the best-laid plans of the Spaniard in American
colonial times, but it was the most dramatic. More active and
restless by nature than the more passive and stolid Indian, he was
more apt to muddle up some serious Hispanic enterprise. 8
In order to grasp the truth and flavor of the whole episode, we
need to have some knowledge and sympathetic understanding of
Pueblo Indian mythology and its workings on Indian behaviorin this case particularly concerning a mythical being called Poheyemo. This is something the captains and &iarsneglected to procure, to their sorrow. As they kept repeating in their official acts
and letters, it was Satan himself and none other who had inspired
the "apostasy and rebellion" against the twin Majesties of God and
Catholic King.
I.

PUEBLO MYTHOLOGY AND POHf:-YEMO

THE DAILY LIFE of the Pueblo Indians was closely and intricately
bound with year-round rites and ceremonials intended to tap, as
it were, the mysterious Power permeating their little world of earth
and sky. 9 The Power was impersonal, nothing more than the
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invisible energy that made nature tick. Each pueblo's cosmos was
limited to the visible horizon around it. Upon the earth the Power
made trees and plants grow, and the wild animals to reproduce
themselves; and from the sky above the Power supplied sunlight
and rain, all to insure a food supply for the people in their planting and hunting. Also, through herbs and animals the Power
furnished means for curing the people when sick. Naturally, the
Power also made human babies grow from their parents to insure
the continuity of the community. And, as with other primitives,
there was a division of the Power's activities into male and female:
sky phenomena were masculine as compared with the passive
feminine reproduction in the earth. Hence fertility rites acquired
certain open sexual manifestations, pointed out by ethnologists,
and by some of the old padres who naturally labeled them obscene.
Because the Power was so erratic in its activities, mainly as regards rainfall and fertility in an arid land, what was needed to
insure good crops, good hunting, a healthy people and healthy
newborn, was the right effective knowledge, or "know-how," that
could make the Power work in their behalf. All that one needed
was "to know." This "know-how" rested in their ritual leaders, the
Representative Chieftains and Medicinemen, to whom it had been
passed down through countless generations from the "ancient
ones" since the Pueblo People came out of the earth. The ritual
leaders, according to each one's office, prepared themselves by
purificatory bathing, fasting, and considerable vomiting, in order
to better "represent" the "ancient ones" in putting the "know-how"
to work. The better the preparation, the closer a leader came to
"becoming" an "ancient one" for that particular function. And the
greater the results.
Now, the pueblos had no Creation Myth. Their ancestors came
out of a Hole, or vertical Cave, in the already existing earth. It lay
somewhere beyond the northern horizon of each pueblo's little
world. These first people were as ignorant and helpless as babies
emerging from the womb. But just as helpless infants have parents
and adult clan relatives to assist them through childhood, so the
first people encountered other people, and also animals, who were
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ready to help and teach them. These were the "ancient ones."
These primordial counterparts of the ordinary human and animal
world were real corporeal beings. They differed from ordinary
folk and animals in this one important respect-they had a perfect
"know-how" for using the Power. Through this perfect knowledge
they made themselves immortal, and they could perform all sorts
of marvelous feats, like making themselves invisible and changing
from one place to another in the twinkling of an eye. This instant
travel was sometimes done with the aid of primordial birds and
animals having the same "know-how." Each one of them specialized in the phenomena of one distinct phase of nature.
These benign "ancient ones" stayed with those first people and
taught them how to plant and hunt and fend for themselves.
Those who were animals taught them the art of curing with
herbs and chants. But there were skeptics even in those days, folks
who said the "ancient ones" were nothing but ordinary people
disguised in masks and paint and feathers. This unbelief hurt
those benefactors, so they decided to go away from the ordinary
people forever. But, before departing, they taught the true believers how to use their masks and perform dances with them, and
how to employ other paraphernalia such as feather bunches, feathered sticks, and tiny stone fetishes, and how to sing the right
songs, to make sure that the people would always have a means
of tapping the Power for corn and meat and health, even if in
a much more limited degree.
Chief among these kindly beings were the Earth-Mother
(Yaya) who dwelt. by the Hole of Emergence (Shipapu) , and
the Twin-Warriors and Hunters (Masewi and Oyoyewi) , who
stayed with her but frequently roamed all over. Most popular
were the Shiwanna or Rain-Makers who dwelt beyond the western
horizon, or some other direction, depending on a particular
pueblo's location with regard to prevailing rain clouds. Among
these many single individuals controlling some phase of nature was
Pohe-yemo, who made the sun shine upon the people when they
first came out upon the dark and dreary earth's surface. He and
the other beings varied in name, concept, and particular functions
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among the different pueblos" and even in those of the same
linguistic group.l0
Pohe-yemo is called Pose-yemo among the Tewa (Santa Clara
where Naranjo lived). It means "he who strews morning dew."
Another name is P ose-ueve (dew from sky), but he is also referred
to as Pose-yemo T'ansendo (our sun father Pose-yemo). The
Keres of Santo Domingo know these T ewa terms but also have
their own: Payatyamo (youth) who is the being in charge of
the sun. In Cochiti Payatyama (sun-father) is used in contradistinction to Sanatyaya (moon-mother), but in action he is identified with Oshatsh, the sun. Both in Santo Domingo and San
Felipe, Payatyamo appears among the fetishes used in preparing
for the eachina dances. There are two masks among those of the
minor side-dancers which are called Payatyamo, resembling the
mask of the sun, Oshatsh. Dances orginally performed for Payat~
yamo now are directed to the Rain-Makers, both at Santo Domingo
and Cochiti. From this and other instances, it is clear that the
person of the sun-youth was considerably less "performed" than
those of the bringers of rain, and this is very natural. In the arid
Southwest the sun shines perennially, and therefore needs much
less invoking than those beings who control the much needed
rain clouds, or those who cause the corn to grow and the wild
game to multiply abundantly. Santo Domingo also uses the term
Poshaiyanyi (our father from east coming with sun), but this is
plainly a derivation from the Zuni Poshaiyankia. He is the being
who taught the Zuni, the Taos, and other peoples, the arts of
planting and ceremonial curing. Among the Jemez, Pestya-sode
figures in a legend similar to one among the Zuni, the prefix pe
meaning "sun" in their language. But they also use Peyatyambo
(their version of Keres "youth") for the ritual leader of the Pecos
sun clan. The mask of Pehehmiyoe (sun on head) has features of
the Keres sun-mask, Oshatsh.
In short, the original concept of this youth and father having
the "know-how" of the sun has not only gotten mixed up in
linguistic form but also in the "know-how" pertaining to other
mythical persons. He also figures in later tales of the Zuni, Jemez;
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Tewa, and Keres, as relayed by investigators like Bandelier and
Cushing, but these are more properly current folktales than old
ancestral mythology. What we have been arriving at is the fact
that, in that fateful year of 168o, all the pueblos knew of Poheyemo under one linguistic form or another, when word came from
a kiva in Taos that a Chieftain or Medicineman therein had a
most extraordinary "kJ;low-how" of Pohe-yemo and was representing him. In performing the preparatory rites he must have fasted
and vomited so effect'ively that he now represented Pohe-yemo
to perfection-he was Pohe-yemo at this time. El Pope and the
few select leaders let the people know that he was a black giant
with big yellow eyes for greater effect. This created more than
the usual fear and awe. His human identity was of no consequence, for at the time he fully represented Pohe-yemo.
Why Naranjo chose to represent Pohe-yemo instead of the
mighty Twin-Warriors, Masewi and Oy6yewi, we do not know.
. 0 f "sun " WIt
. h "iireo "
But we can guess. I t couId b e th e connotatIOn
For Naranjo himself knew of the Aztec god of Fire and War, as
we shall see later on. Reared among the Spaniards and cognizant
of the real Indian idolatry of New Spain, he imbued his selfassumed mysterious personality with a cruel inner strength unknown to the placid and less sophisticated pueblos. He could
communicate with some of, the principal leaders in their own
tongue, but also in Spanish with those outstanding ones who
were mestizos and coyotes; and to some of these he could' send
written letters. His grasp of Spanish psychology showed him how
to catch the enemy off guard, and how to hide his identity from
them in case the plot should fail, as it almost did. Because the
captains as well as the padres looked upon the "ancient ones" of
the pueblos as the evil spirits given in the Bible, Pohe-yemo
would be regarded as the Devil himself. And so he was.
The blow fell on August 10, 168o, and the success was almost
perfect, marred only by the bloody resistance of the Spaniards in
Santa Fe. Governor Otermin and his people held on to the villa
for a spell, but considered it wise to abandon it and the whole
kingdom for the time being. In his questioning of Indian captives,
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for future reprisals, Otermin got nothing from them, even when
they unwittingly described Naranjo physically. For he had made
his personal identity known only to a few main leaders, perhaps
instructing them not to reveal it to the pueblo people in general.
But as soon as the Spaniards left, the pueblos fell away from each
other, forgetting all about Pohe-yemo's Representative. For the
deed was done. And no ritual leader, after all, could "represent"
an "ancient one" indefinitely. At the same time the other ritual
leaders of separate pueblos assumed their own little stances of
importance, especially El Pope, who went about boasting that he
alone had at last defeated the invincible Spaniard and restored the
influence of the "ancient ones." Many among the common people
did not like this new surge of tyranny, which now had more of a
sharp European flavor than the halcyon former rule of the
"ancient ones." If Naranjo himself had harbored any ambition of
making himself the supreme lord of all the pueblos, it was a rude
awakening.
Otermin's return with his forces in the following year was
largely one of reconnaissance. Individual Indians of every type
were captured from among the southern Rio Grande pueblos,
then questioned minutely as to the leaders and causes of the
Revolt. The governor's findings were mostly a confirmation of
what he had heard the previous year, and these were written down
by his clerks in Spanish Christian terms and concepts. One old
Indian of Alameda said that Indian resentment had built up from
the very beginning of the colony and missions, because the friars
and Spaniards took away their. idols and forbade sorceries and
idolatries. ll Another accused El Pope of San Juan, whom all
feared because he talked with the devil; he killed his own son-inlaw, who was the (Spanish-imposed) governor of San Juan, because he was too friendly with the Spaniards and might reveal
the plot to them. He went about with El Saca of Taos boasting
that he alone had carried out the uprising, and proclaiming that
the devil was very strong and much better than God. 12 Another
told a captain that El Pope had made all the Indians crazy and was
like the whirlwind. He had given them to understand that the
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father of all the Indians, their great chieftain, who had been such
since the Deluge, had ordered £1 Pope to make all the pueblos

rebel, or else be laid waste. IS Still others declared that the rebellion
had been motivated by the Taos and £1 Pope, whom all regarded
as a great sorcerer, and who presented himself as a great chieftain.
He went about destroying Christian vestiges and enforcing the
ancient customs. 14 Fr:iars and captains wrote that it all was the
result of diabolical cunning and conspiracy, discord which the
devil had sown, apostasy caused by blind fiends of the devil. After
eighty years of baptism, the most inte~ligent and favored among
them, with complete secrecy, acted as the moving spirits and
guides. 15 They pointed out some of these intelligent leaders: besides £1 Pope there were Alonso Catiti, coyote of Santo Domingo,
LU,is and Lorenzo Tupatu of Picuris, Nicolas Jonva, and Francisco £1 Ollita, coyote of San Ildefonso. But nobody mentioned a
certain Naranjo, the negro or mulato of Santa Clara operating
from a kiva in Taos. His identity had been kept too well hidden
except for that dangerously close description of the previous year:
a black giant with big yellow eyes. However, certain Naranjo
individuals did enter the picture at this time, and these will now be
treated more at length as we work out the Naranjo family relationship.
II. THE NARANJO FAMILY

IN THE YEAR 1766, the colonial militia officials of Santa Fe and
Santa Cruz were up in arms because a certain Jose Antonio
Naranjo claimed to be, by a title conferred by the Viceroy, the
overall field commander of colonial troops in New Mexico. At
the moment Governor Velez Cachupin had acknowledged the
claim on the basis of documents which Naranjo had presented
purporting to prove that not only he, but his father, grandfather,
and great-grandfather before him, had received the title from
successive Viceroys in Mexico City. Furthermore, his great-grandfather had been a first Conquistador of the kingdom. The Spanish
officers countered by saying that the military title in question was
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that of Capitan Mayor de Guerra for auxiliary Indian troops only,
not for Spaniards, that N aranjo's remote ancestors were not
Spanish Conquistadores but a Negro slave and an Indian female
servant, and that his subsequent black ancestors in the line had
been the instigators of Indian uprisings in the past. Governor
Cachupln then reviewed the case by interrogating witnesses, and
by examining the archives in Santa Fe and the papers in Naranjo's
possession. From all this we have a good picture of five generations
of the Naranjo family, which are first stated briefly for greater
clarity, then considered singly in full detail.
I) The original ancestor, when the New Mexico colony was
founded (1598-1600), was a very black Negro slave or servant,
married to a female Indian servant. 2) They had a son, Domingo
Naranjo, who was born after the Conquest and was involved in
Indian uprisings. 3) Domingo's son, Jose (LOpez) Naranjo, attached himself to the Reconquistador Vargas (1692) and became
a Major War-Captain of Indian auxiliary troops. 4) His son, Jose
Antonio Naranjo, also held the same position and title. 5) His
son, Jose Antonio Naranjo (II), the man making these outlandish
claims in 1766, enjoyed the same title, but for Indian troops only,
and was a consummate rascal and livestock rustler besides. 16 Now
we can proceed to identify each generation according to the
minute evidence offered in this case, as also from many other
sources, in our endeavor to pin down the Naranjo who was the
Representative of Pohe-yemo in 1680.
FIRST GENERATION: the anonymous Negro and his anonymous
Indian wife. All that we know from this investigation of 1766 is
that he was a very black-complexioned Negro (negro atezado), a
slave or servant who married an Indian criada of Juana de los
Reyes, the wife of an original New Mexico settler of the Martines
family.17 There is only one male Negroid servant mentioned in
the Onate papers, 1597-1600. It is a most interesting single document concerning a recently freed mulatto who did come in the
expedition of 1600 as a squire to a minor officer, Juan Bautista
Ruano. He is described as a mulato by the name of Mateo,twenty
years of age, "a tall man branded on the face as a slave and with other
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letters not well outlined," who presented an affidavit from his
former master. It gave him his freedom on the sole condition that
he serve his Majesty by joining the expedition going to New
Mexico in 1600. His generous master had been Mateo Montero,
resident of Puebla de los Angeles, who had purchased him from
Alonso de la Torre, resident of the mines of Pachuca. The instrument was officially executed in the city of Los Angeles on January
18
26, 1600. The soldier, Juan Bautista Ruano, did not stay in New
Mexico, but Mateo was obliged to remain under the stipulations
of his freedom papers. Hence he must have entered the service of
another soldier who settled in the new land.
There was a soldier in this same expedition by the name of
Alonso Martines, or Martin, a native of Higuera de Vargas in
Estremadura, the son of Benito Diaz, with complete armor for
himself and steed. In all he had 10 horses, 24 cows, and many
household chattels,19 more than many an unattached officer or
soldier had. He is also referred to as Alonso Martin Naranjo.20 No
wife is mentioned, as with other settlers, but his many household
possessions suggest that he did have one, by the name of Juana
de los Reyes, who could have been overlooked when the muster
rolls were drawn up. Or else he acquired one not long thereafter,
perhaps a Spanish colonist's daughter. Or, from the name "Juana
de los Reyes," we might suppose that he married along the way a
Mexican Indian servant, of which there was a supply. (Juan
Bautista Ruano had also brought along two Indian women, one
of them called "Juana," who had left her man in New Spain.)
At any rate, it does seem that Mateo became Naranjo's peon, for
when Governor Onate's activities were being investigated down
in Mexico City in 1601, his chief auditor testified that Onate's
livestock at a pueblo called Santa Clara was in the care of "a
certain Naranjo."21 Since the auditor could not recall the man's
first name, and since the independent character of those colonial
soldiers would not let them stoop to be Onate's herders (nor could
they be spared for such menial tasks), it seems as though our
mulatto Mateo is being referred to here. All this is mere reasoned
supposition, yet it fits well with subsequent facts, such as the
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eventual settlement of the black Naranjos in the environs of
Santa Clara.
A similar hypothesis may be advanced regarding Mateo's wife.
In addition to Ruano's two Mexican Indian women, there is
another one by the name of Maria, who was brought by the soldier
Juan Lopez. She is mentioned again in a list of female servants as
presented by their respective masters, and most of these women
seem to be of low caste. But there are three Tlascaltec sisters who
stand out above the rest for being the daughters of a Don Joseph
of Tepeaca. They were brought along by Juan lOpez. One was
Maria, unmarried, with a little daughter Mariana; the other was
Catalina, unmarried, with a child called Maria; the third was
Agustina, married to the Indian Francisco, also a servant of Juan
lOpez. 22 Whether or not this Juan Lopez stayed in New Mexico,
we do not know. But in either case Maria, if not Catalina, could
have joined the household of Alonso Martin Naranjo and thus
came to marry Mateo, who was in the same employ. What is more,
Mateo had lived in Puebla, and she was from T epeaca nearby.
They could have become well acquainted during the long. trek
north, if they had not known each other before. This supposition
rests. not only on the fact that a notorious grandson sometimes
used the double surname of Lopez Naranjo, but on the superior
vitality, sagacity, and intelligence displayed by some of their
descendants down several generations. The girls were the daughters of Don Joseph, which means that he was a major Tlascaltec
chieftain or governor who had been found worthy to use such a
title by the officialdom of New Spain; perhaps the girls had been
left orphans and destitute, and so were persuaded by Juan Lopez
to find a new life in New Mexico. The marriage of one to tall
Mateo, whose personality and intelligence must have prompted
his kind master to grant him his freedom, insured a very superior
progeny. It also serves to explain why the Representative of
Pohe-yemo was so conversant with Mexican Indian lore in all his
crafty dealings.
SECOND GENERATION: Domingo Naranjo, son of the negro
atezado [Mateo Naranjo] and of [Maria or Catalina LOpez],
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Indian house-girl (criada) of Juana de los Reyes of the Martines
[Naranjo] family. In 1766 Domingo's great-grandson claimed
that he had been one of the Spanish Conquistadores of the kingdom, that he had received the title of Capitan Mayor de la Guerra,
and that his son Joseph (L6pez) Naranjo had succeeded him in
office. 23 Not so, said the Spanish officers of the colonial militia.
Domingo, the tronco of these rebellious Naranjos of Santa Clara,
could not have been a Conquistador since he was the son of un
negro atezado y una india criada of a Martines housewife. These
Naranjo ancestors came as slaves or servants of the first conquerors
and settlers. The greatest honor that Domingo Naranjo ever
enjoyed-and this is most unlikely-was to be the Chief War-Captain of Indians, not of Spaniards. There were no Naranjos with any
titles to be found in Otermin's lists of colonists at the time of the
Revolt of 1680, declared Governor Cachupin after consulting the
archives. 24 This is all we know about Domingo Naranjo as such.
He appears by name in no other documents that might identify
him as the tall black Representative of Pohe-yemo with the big
yellow eyes. But the times and topography point directly to him
as the black Tewa of Santa Clara who, sometime before 1680,
hid himself in a kiva of Taos to plot and carry out the terrible
rebellion of that year.
We do, however, meet with a contemporary bearing the name
Pedro Naranjo. When Governor Otermin reached the pueblo of
Isleta in his reconnaissance expedition of 1681, his men arrested a
very old Indian who gave this as his name; he was found to be
a great sorcerer who had come down from the upper pueblos to
teach his superstitions. In order to gather more evidence against
him, Otermin dispatched troops to reconnoiter the upper pueblos. 211
Old Naranjo claimed that he was a Keres of San Felipe, yet he
spoke not only Keres and Tewa (of Santa Clara!), but made himself very well understood in Castilian. He understood the nature
of an oath and formally took it when questioned on December 18;
and his knowledge of Spanish-Indian relations in the past decades
is most revealing. 26 He said that since the days of Governor Ugarte
y de la Concha (1650), the pueblos had planned rebellions on
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various occasions through the conspiracy of Indian sorcerers. 27
The message was accepted in some pueblos, but not in others, so
they failed. Seven or eight Indians were hanged as a result, and
the unrest subsided. Sometime thereafter, "they" sent from Taos
to all the pueblos two deerskins with pictures painted on them
calling for a new rebellion. 28 The deerskins went as far as the Hopi
pueblos, which refused to accept them, and the rebellion failed
once more. But the idea "was kept in their hearts." Finally it
materialized under £1 Pope, who was said to have communication
with the devil. "It happened that in an estufa of the pueblo of
Los Taos there appeared to the said Pope three (tgures of Indians
who never came out of the estufa. They gave the said Pope to
understand that they were going underground to the lake of
Copala. He saw these figures emit (tre from the extremities of
their body, and that one of them was called Caudi, another Tilini,
and the other Tleume, and those three beings spoke to the said
Pope, who was in hiding from the secretary Francisco Xavier,29
who wished to punish him as a sorcerer. They told him to make a
cord of maguey (ther and tie some knots in it,SQ which would
signify the number of days that they must wait for the rebellion."
After relating how the' knotted cord had gone from pueblo to
pueblo, Naranjo told how a proclamation went forth for all the
pueblos to obey the· command of their "father whom they did
not know,S! which would be given either through El Caydi or £1
Pope." Alonso Catiti brought the message from Santo Domingo to
San Felipe, with orders that those who disobeyed would be heheaded. s2 The reason for rebelling, Naranjo went on, was "because
they had always desired to live as they had when they came out
of the lake of. Copala." After the Spaniards departed, £1 Pope
went about telling the pueblos to break all images, bells, and
crosses, to wash off the water and holy oils of baptism by bathing
in the river with yucca-root soap, and to put away their wives and
take on new ones.ss This mandate came from El Caydi and the
other two spirits in the Taos kiva who emitted fire, and the Indians
"thereby returned to the state of antiquity, as when they came from
the lake of Copala." Those Christian Indians who refused were,
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killed by orders of £1 Pope. To further terrorize the others, £1
Pope and the three demons announced that any Indian harboring
any affection for the priests and the Spaniards would be promptly
executed. The demons in the Taos kiva also said that if the Spaniards ever returned, all the pueblos would fight to the death. The
demons would issue a warning as soon as the Spaniards started
out for the north. Pedro Naranjo finished his testimony by saying
that he had come to the southern pueblos out of fear (I) to teach
them idolatrous dances, "in which he greatly fears in his heart that
he may have offended God, and that now having been absolved
and returned to the fold of the church, he has spoken the truth."
He gave his age as eighty, and signed his name to the declaration. 34
Pedro Naranjo's testimony is purposely given here in detail,
and with several words and phrases in italics, to show that here
was no mere Pueblo Indian speaking in pueblo terms and concepts,
but a man well versed by birth and upbringing in matters wholly
foreign to pueblo mentality. He seems to have been lying when
he said he was a native Keres of San Felipe, and one cannot help
but suspect that he also altered his name a bit, that he actually
was Domingo Naranjo of Santa Clara.-And yet we would think
that Domingo's unusual size, his Negroid color and features, and
his yellow eyes, should have made the Spaniards suspect that he
was not a San Felipe Keres. Hence it could well be that Pedro
Naranjo was Domingo's brother, smaller in stature and more Indian in appearance, and was his agent in the southern pueblos.How he slyly tried to steer the Spaniards away from the Representative of Pohe-yemo (himself or his brother) is evident from
the three spirits he now invented. To say, as the prisoners questioned at the time of the Revolt did, that the coordinator of it was
a black giant with big yellow eyes would be coming too close for
comfort. Therefore, it was EI Caudi, Tilini, and Tleume emitting
fire from their extremities-names that have the sound and look of
Nahuatl rather than of any of the pueblo tongues. They also suggest, more specifically, the Aztec god of Fire and War. 35 Then
there is Pedro Naranjo's reference more than once to the lake
of Copala, which he confuses with the Pueblo Indians' Shipapu
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or Hole-in-the-earth whence their ancestors emerged, thus also
making it an underground lake. (Allied to this concept is that
reference the year before about a far place to the north whence
Montezuma came.) In all the Revolt annals Pedro Naranjo is
the only one who mentions the three spirits and the lake of
Copala. Nor does the word "Copala" figure in connection with
New Mexico pueblo myth. Here we have a Hispanic-Indian
concoction from New Spain being grafted onto pueblo mythology.
It had to come from the Mexican Indians in general; specifically,
from Naranjo's own parents and the New World Spanish milieu
in which he and his parents grew Up.36
Finally, we have Pedro Naranjo's age of eighty, his ability to
'sign his name, his thorough grasp of the nature of an oath, his
ability to make a well ordered (if fraudulent) sacramental confession to Father Ayeta. His age places his birth at San Gabriel (or
Santa Clara) in the beginning of the century, perhaps the firstborn of the mulatto-Tlascaltec couple. His literacy and easy
familiarity with Spanish civil and religious practices set him apart
from the illiterate pueblo natives who at best had but a vague comprehension of Spanish Catholic practices. For the only "Pueblo
Indians" conversant with writing and such practices at this period
were some of the Mexican Indians among them; like the faithful
Bartolome de Ojeda at Zia, for example, whose full Spanish names
and surnames identify them as non-pueblo Indian in origin, and
some of the resentful rebel mestizos, coyotes, and lobos who carried
out the Revolt for Naranjo in their respective pueblos. But still
the actual Representative of Pohe-yemo, the Naranjo individual
from Santa Clara who went to Taos and from there engineered
the rebellion under this clever mystic guise, remains to be fully
identified. Apparently his name was Domingo Naranjo. But were
Domingo and Pedro the same man?
THIRD GENERATION: Joseph (Lopez) Naranjo, son of Domingo
Naranjo. As young men, he and his brother Lucas (whom he
killed years later) might have had some active part in the Revolt
of 1680. Their own children could not, of course. But these succeeding generations have to be considered here for the light which
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their testimonies and lives throw on Pohe-yemo's Representative.
Joseph Naranjo, his grandson claimed in 1766, had succeeded his
father Domingo as Major War-Captain (not true). He received
his title from the Viceroy Duque de Linares and also performed
outstanding deeds for the kingdom of New Mexico (true).37 But,
protested the Spanish officers, he was war-captain for Indian
auxiliaries only, because he was not even Spanish. One witness
who remembered knowing Joseph said that his complexion was
decidedly black and that he was nicknamed "el Mulato." Another
also remembered his color as black, and that some called him "el
Negro," others "el Mulato."38 In bewilderment Governor Cachupin consulted the archives, then declared that the only Naranjos
he could find therein were an Indian Naranjo (Pedro) whom
Otermin found at Isleta, and among the Keres two mulatto brothers also called Naranjo.59 If Cachupin had perused these Otermin
autos of 1681 more studiously, he might have detected among
them a certain bright young Spanish-speaking Indian by the name
of ]osephe.
After sly old Pedro Naranjo was arrested at Isleta on December
8, 1681, Otermin sent some men up to San Felipe in order to find
more evidence against him. On December 18 Juan Dominguez
brought in five prisoners to the Governor, who was then encamped
in the Alameda-Sandia area. These captives were Juan of Tesuque;
Josephe, a Spanish-speaking youth who did not reveal his tribe;
Lucas, who claimed to be a Piro from Socorro; and two mulatto
lads called Juan Lorenzo and Francisco Lorenzo, who lived with
their mother near San Felipe, and whose elder brother, Bartolome
Naranjo, had been killed by the San Felipe Indians during the
Revolt. 40 It is very significant that the depositions of Josephe,
Lucas, and Pedro Naranjo were taken in this order on December
19, and then those of the two Lorenzo brothers on the following
day, all in succession.
Josephe, without offering a surname or his pueblo, or even hinting that he knew his captured companions, stated in good Spanish
that he had been an employed servant of the Sargento Mayor
Sebastian de Herrera when the Revolt broke OUt,41 He said that he
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had joined the Spanish refugees going down to Guadalupe del
Paso, but many months later he ran away from La T oma (Real de
San Lorenzo) with another young Indian called Domingo. When
they got back to the northern pueblos, the rebels executed Domingo because they had seen him fighting on the Spanish side
during the siege of Santa Fe. Now, said Josephe, he had voluntarily rejoined the Spaniards to warn them of Indian treachery
after they had made peace offers. As the instigators of the Revolt
he named El Pope and other pueblo leaders of San Juan, Taos,
and San Ildefonso. He did not mention any leader from Santa
Clara. To the interrogator he seemed to be about twenty years old,
but could well have been younger. He did not know how to sign
his name.
His declaration was followed by that of Lucas, who looked to be
more than twenty years old, and who claimed to be a Piro of
Socorro captured by the rebels. He knew only the Piro language,
he said. He swore through an interpreter that he did not know
who had plotted the Revolt; the Tiwa of Isleta had picked up him
and his companions by orders of a chief-"he does not know who
he is." He had but recently joined the Keres, yet he understood
the details of their current plotting without knowing their language. He had surrendered voluntarily because a brother of his
was with the Otermin forces and had sent word ahead for Lucas
to join him. This shifty character is pointed out here for being
circumstantially allied with Josephe and with Pedro Naranjo,
although acting as a stranger to both 42-and because Joseph Naranjo
had a brother Lucas whom he slew during a subsequent rebellion.
Old Pedro Naranjo was interviewed next, and it was a long
process as we have. seen, which left the two mulatto brothers for
questioning the following day.43 These are also important to know,
since they have some bearing on the Naranjo relationship, a
branch of which was not on the side of the rebels. Their names
were Juan Lorenzo and Francisco Lorenzo, and they spoke good
Spanish. When the Revolt broke out they were living with their
mother at a little rancho near San Felipe, not in the pueblo itself.
They had gone to the pueblo on that fateful day of August 10,
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168o, to hear Mass in honor of St. Lawrence, when their elder
brother Bartolome Naranjo arrived from somewhere and began
upbraiding the San Felipes for rebelling. For this they pounced
upon him and killed him with their war clubs. This faithful
Christian Naranjo was in all probability the young man working
in Santa Fe whom Governor Otermin had sent down to San Felipe
to inquire about the state of affairs in the southern pueblos. 44 The
two boys did not implicate any Naranjos, only EI Pope, most likely
because they did not know anything else. If they did" know old
Pedro Naranjo, they could have kept silent out of fear. In this
connection there was another Naranjo by the name of Pascual,
who had lived with his family in the AnaIco ward of Santa Fe. He
could well have been an uncle of the slain Bartolome, by being the
brother of the woman living just outside of San Felipe with her
two Lorenzo youngsters by a different man or husband. For all
were referred to as mulattoes, and a mulatto of the previous generation had resided at a rancho called Tunque near San Felipe. 45 The
inference is that only the immediate family of Domingo and/or
Pedro Naranjo was connected with the Revolt, while the other kin
remained faithful to the Spaniards and the Faith. Because of their
length these complicated matters, like other arguments previously
offered, are relegated to the notes.
To get back to Joseph Naranjo, or Josephe, we meet him a full
decade later under similar circumstances. On January 8, 1682,
Josephe and Juan of Tesuque had escaped from Otermin's party
on its way back to Guadalupe del Paso, and had fled once more to
the northern pueblos. 46 Possibly fearing retaliation from the
Keres and the Tewas, Josephe went to live in Taos-where his
father Domingo Naranjo had directed the Revolt and perhaps was
still there. For here the army of Governor Vargas encountered him
on October 7, 1692. The pueblo of Taos was found abandoned,
but after a while two Indians came down from the mountains to
parley with Vargas. 47 One was the governor of the T aos, Francisco
Pacheco. 48 The other was a young Indian ladino (meaning very
glib in Spanish) who called himself Josephillo (little Joe) and was
referred to by the Taos as Hel Espanol" because of his proficiency
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in the language. (And very possibly because the Taos Tiwas
knew that he was not a Pueblo Indian, but descended from alien
people who had come with the Spanish colonists.) For some reason, Governor Vargas took an immediate liking to him, showing
him many kindnesses at their first meeting, and from this moment
on Josephe or Josephillo cast his lot for good with the Spaniards!9
After a decade of vacillating between loyalty to the native pueblos
and to the Spaniards, he saw a brighter personal future with the
latter.
His "peaceful Entrada" of 1692 accomplished, Vargas returned
to Guadalupe del Paso with his army, and we presume that
Josephillo went along,50 to return with the army and the colonists
in the second Vargas Entrada of 1693. In this final entry into New
Mexico, Vargas soon discovered that his easy "pacification" of the
previous year was only a delusion. Serious signs of resistance appeared everywhere, but especially in the northern pueblos. He
learned that the leaders were the brothers Luis and Lorenzo
Tupatu of Picuris, Antonio Bolsas of the Tano Indians occupying
Santa Fe, and "el mulato Naranjo del pueblo de Santa Clara."51
This turned out to be Lucas Naranjo, brother of Joseph, who was
to engineer the new Revolt of the T ewas in 1696 and the martyrdom of five more Franciscans, and then meet his end at the hands
of his brother. Although Joseph is not mentioned in these 1693
annals, he must have witnessed the battle for Santa Fe and the
defeat of the Tano and their Tewa and Tiwa allies. Most likely
he accompanied Vargas and his forces in the various sorties that
followed up until the next major outbreak in 1696. In this year
he was living in the brand-new villa of Santa Cruz. On June 5
the five missionaries were slain, as also were several of the colonists; the Indians of most of the Rio Grande pueblos then Bed up to
their nearby mountain fastnesses. On June 13, when Joseph Naranjo and other men of Santa Cruz were gathering wood near the
swollen Rio Grande, an Indian came down a~d confided to him
that the combined Hopi, ZUiii, and Acoma were returning to help
the local pueblos to destroy the Spaniards as soon as the river
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current subsided. Naranjo then notified the Alcalde of Santa Cruz,
Roque de Madrid, to whom he had attached himself, and a general
alarm was given. 52 Joseph must have known that his brother Lucas
at Santa Clara was at the head of the new rebellion, or else he
learned of it for sure from various testimonies taken from prisoners
when the alarm was spread. 53
This presented him with a wonderful opportunity to further
ingratiate himself with Governor Vargas and with his mentor,
Roque de Madrid. Somehow he managed to find his brother and
killed him; then he cut off his head and presented it to Vargas.
This act likewise put an end to this rebellion. As Joseph's grandson
boasted in 1766, it was a heroic act which was officially certified by
the Cabildo of Santa Fe, when "he killed his brother Lucas in the
sorry uprising of the Tewa whom he headed, cutting the head off
him and presenting it to the Governor; with the deed the rebels
subsided." But a Spanish officer of 1766 countered by saying that
the action was not so heroic, since Joseph Naranjo thus erased the
infamy of his past life, and likewise got himself pardoned for
having lived as an apostate among the gentile Apache of El
Cuartelejo for many years, and cohabiting with an Apache squaw;
there is where he learned other Indian languages. 54 But from then
on Joseph Naranjo's rise among the Spaniards was swift and
effective.
. By 1700 he was Alcalde Mayor of Zuni, when he went with the
padre to the Hopi pueblos to confer with the mestizo Espeleta,
leader of the Hopi. 55 The following year he formulated a petition
which is extraordinarily revealing. It betrays long-harbored ambitions, born perhaps on the day when Vargas took him under his
wing. Just as he had the bloody execution of his brother certified
by the Santa Fe Cabildo, now in 17°1 he approached the Franciscan Custos, Fray Antonio Guerra, asking him to write up his past
accomplishments. His purpose, as it turned out, was to get the
title of Chief War-Captain over all Indian troops from the Viceroy
himself. He began by stating that he was "a .native of the kingdom," and had already served his Majesty as Alcalde Mayor and
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War-Captain of Acoma and Zuni. When he hrst got these titles
from the Governor, the Acoma and Laguna were entrenched on
the great rock of Acoma, and the Zuni on their own fortress
mountain, and he all alone persuaded the Laguna and the Zuni
to come down and return to their pueblos. No Spaniard helped
him-only his own Christian zeal! (Joseph, unlike his grandson,
was not trying to pass himself off as a Spaniard.) Then the Governor in Santa Fe ordered him to enter the ferocious Hopi nation,
which he did with the Custos, Father Zavaleta, and with Father
Garaycoechea of Zuni and Father Miranda of Acoma. The party
was sorely threatened by the Hopi, but he effectively defended
the fathers at the risk of his life. When the Santa Clara T ewa on
the rock of Walpi showed signs of surrender, he went up there
against the prudent advice of the padres, and brought these people
back to Santa Fe. Again, he returned to Walpi with Father
Garaycoechea to bring back the T ano Indians living there. The
good father tried to dissuade him from risking his life but he,
after making his confession, bravely went up and argued with the
Tano all night in their kiva; he could not persuade them to return
to their pueblos, yet he got them to make peace with the Spaniards. Of the families he himself brought back from the Hopi
pueblos, eight were Santa Claras now living in San Juan, six
were San Ildefonsos, nine were Cochiti, four were Santo
Domingos, six were Galisteos, and also the entire Jemez population now living in their pueblo. All this was done at his own
expense without royal aid, as the friars who went with him could
testify. This declaration he asked Father Guerra to certify formally,
and with the signature and rubric of Joseph Naranjo.56
This is followed by an order from the Custos for Fathers Miranda and Garaycoechea to conhrm it, and they do in glowing
terms, affixing their signatures. Next is a previous certihcation
by Governor Pedro Rodriguez Cubero, who states that Joseph
Naranjo, vecino of this kingdom, requested of him the titles of
Alcalde Mayor and Capitan de Guerra of Taos when for a year
rio one had dared go near the pueblo; upon receiving the titles,
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Naranjo went there and the natives were instructed in the Faith;
he not only persuaded the Taos to receive Father Alvarez as their
missionary, but got them to help him build the church before the
padre got there. Therefore he is found worthy of any honor and
grants which the King might choose to bestow on him. This statement is purportedly signed and sealed with his arms in Santa Fe,
December 18, 1798 [1698].57
This declaration an~ the several certifications were obviously
intended to obtain a more ambitious title as Chief War-Captain of
all pueblo auxiliary troops, and he evidently did get it from the
Duke of Linares. For this is not contradicted in a statement made
by Naranjo before interim Governor Valverde y Cosio, August 13,
1719, that he was Caheza Mayor de la Guerra can titulo y nomhramiento que hizo el Exmo. Virrey que fue, duque de Linares;
nor in another, June 2, 1720, Capitan . .. que 10 es Mayor de la
Guerra de los naturales de este Reina, can titulo del Superior
Gohierno. 58 This last quotation also shows that the title of WarCaptain was meant to be for Indian warriors only, and that Joseph
did not claim command over Spanish soldiers and militiamen.
Nevertheless, it was indeed a high and noteworthy position, for no
individual "Indian" had ever exercised a general command over
all pueblo auxiliary troops.
Nor do subsequent documents imply that his petition of 170 I
contained empty boasts. In February 17°2 he was still Alcalde
Mayor of Zuni, and very hopeful of reducing the Hopi to Christianity.59 In March of the same year he and his pueblo troops
were on a campaign under Captain Juan de Ulibarri, when he
declared having heard from the Acoma and Laguna Indians that
the Zuni and Hopi were passing around a "knotted thong"
(correa). At this time he gave his age as thirty-five (probably off
by several years), and he did not sign his name for not knowing
how. 60 On March 4, 1703, the Zuni killed three Spanish vecinos
in their pueblo. At the time the soldiers and Naranjo were away,
and on March 7 Father Garaycoechea wrote to Governor Cubero
that the rebels were lying in wait night and day for Naranjo to
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return in order to kill him also. On March 12 Father Miranda
wrote from Acoma to Governor Cubero that fifty Acoma warriors
were ready and eager to leave for Zuni and rescue Father Garaycoechea, but he was holding them back because the good padre
had written that he would not leave his post without the permission of his major superior. Father Miranda also stated that
Naranjo was especially anxious to go himself, but in his letter the
priest of Zuni had written that the Zuni had laid ambushes for
him along the way, and so he held him back also. 61 With Governor
Vargas' return to Santa Fe for a second term, Naranjo must have
been summoned to his side, for we find him as captain of Indian
spies or scouts at Bernalillo in 17°4, during the fateful Apache
campaign when Vargas took sick and died. 62 During Ulibarri's
famed journey to El Cuartelejo in 1706, Naranjo headed a
hundred Indians from every pueblo and did yeoman service as a
guide and in contacts with the Apache chieftains. He discovered
a needed water-spring which thereafter bore his name, Ojo de
Naranjo, and he managed to have the Apache release the Picuris
and let them return to their pueblo. 63
In 17°7 he was residing at Santa Cruz, where his good friend
Roque de Madrid was still Alcalde Mayor of the villa. His name is
the sixteenth on the list of the villagers, married to Catalina, with
a family of seven persons. 64 This Catalina was the bastard
daughter of a certain Matias Lujan of Santa Cruz. Naranjo also
owned lands across the Rio Grande at La Vega (present Espanola),
south of those belonging to an Antonio Salazar. These most likely
were the ancestral lands which he inherited in toto after the death
of his rebel brother Lucas. Of his several children, we know the
name of his eldest son and heir, Jose Antonio Naranjo.65
In February 1709, after the Navajo stole some livestock from
the Santa Clara side of the river, Naranjo and a captain went
alone and followed their trail, and Governor Chacon sent out a
troop to help the brave men. 66 In October 1713 the Navajo raided
the livestock of San Ildefonso, and Governor Mogollon dispatched
a troop of seventy Spaniards and one hundred fifty pueblo aux-
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iliaries, Naranjo in full command of the latter. 67 Again, in 1715
Naranjo led the auxiliaries in another Navajo campaign.68 As a
permanent seal or symbol for all these activities, his name is found
carved on Inscription Rock.69
Joseph subsequently appears, and still most active, in the two
military documents of 1719 and 1720, already referred to· in
connection with the ·titles obtained from the Viceroy.7o In the
first, Governor Valverde conferred with his Spanish captains, and
Naranjo also, on the advisability of waging a campaign against the
Ute. Naranjo, still a resident of Santa Cruz, gave his reasons for
attacking them. In the second, the same Governor asked his officers' opinions on the Viceroy's idea of establishing a garrison of
twenty-five men and their families at £1 Cuartelejo, with friars to
evangelize the gentile Indians. Here Naranjo gave the first
"parecer," demonstrating the impracticality of such a plan, and
all the Spanish officers seconded his opinion. This is the last we
hear of him. But he must have lived on for many years, long
enough to be remembered by some witnesses in 1.766 as a black-:
complexioned individual with the soubriquets of "el Negro" and
"IMl
e
u ato. "
FOURTH GENERATION: Jose Antonio Naranjo 1. One witness
of 1766 stated that he was somewhat lighter in complexion than
his father Joseph, but did not know for sure if father and son
were mulattoes. or Indians; they had lived next to the pueblo of
Santa Clara. Another flatly stated that Jose Antonio was an Indian
from Santa Clara. Governor Cachupln then declared that, following the death of his father Joseph, Jose Antonio had moved to
Santa Fe and received his title of War-Captain from Viceroy
Revilla Gigedo. 71 This means that Jose Antonio, as the eldest son,
had left the household in Santa Cruz to take care of the ancestral
lands north of Santa Clara. Then, after his father's death, he went
to Santa Fe in order to engage in the politics necessary to have his
father's title conferred upon himself. Jose Antonio had married
Juana Marquez de Ayala, of the colonists brought from Zacatecas
by Vargas. Their eldest son was likewise named Jose Antonio (II),
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and they had a daughter Catalina, the wifeof Salvador de Torres.
Another son of theirs was most likely a Geronimo Naranjo .who
married Maria Trujillo in 1743, and for whom Salvador de Torres
and Catalina Naranjo stood as witnesses. Possibly another son, or
perhaps a brother, was a Matias Naranjo, living in the same Santa
Clara district with his wife Maria Varela. In 1731 Jose Antonio
Naranjo had murdered a man and Bed the kingdom. 72
FIFTH GENERATION: Jose Antonio Naranjo II, the man who
in 1766 caused such a furor by wanting to be the field commander
of Spanish troops as well as Indian. In 1747 he had gone all the
way to Mexico City, and without permission. There he wangled
an intervew with the Viceroy himself to present the documents
that compose this case. Apparently the Viceroy believed his story
about his being descended from an original Spanish Conquistador
of New Mexico, and about his direct ancestors all the way back
having held the title of general commander of all colonial troops in
the field. For in January 1748 the Marques de las Amarillas conferred on him the title of "Capitan Mayor de la Gente de Guerra,
en la villa de Santa Fe," in the place of his father Jose Antonio
Naranjo (I). Later, Governor Marin del Valle (1754-1760) had
angrily suspended the title because of gross disobedience and other
charges. But after Velez Cachupfn came as Governor (17621767), Naranjo began working for his reinstatement. He got a
glowing writ of commendation from Fray Juan Jose de Toledo,
and his henchman Cristobal Vigil gathered an impressive batch
of signatures in his favor. First, Cachupfn assigned him to the
valley and pueblo of Taos with the "honorific title of Capitan y
Justicia Mayor." Later, he apprised the militia of his intention of
reinstating Naranjo according to the tenor of the documents which
he presented. 73 This is what started the alarm among the Spanish
officers and men and prompted Cachupfn to look into the governmental archives in Santa Fe. As was mentioned before in connection with his father and grandfather, some thought he was a pure
Tewa from Santa Clara while others declared that his forebears
were a mixture of Negro and Indian. His title, if legitimate, was
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. as war-captain for Indians only. Besides not being an "espanol,"
he was utterly incapable of. exercising any military command for
many serious reasons. For one thing, he was a notorious horse
thief and cattle rustler. His no-good son, Jose, had recently murdered the son of Roque Jaramillo of Santa Cruz with bow and
arrows. The details of his rascality run into many pages, but are
here passed over since they contribute nothing to the Naranjo
family relationships and their connection with the Representative
of Pohe-yemo.
Governor Cachupin's judgment was final. "All this proves that
the title conferred on the present Jose Antonio Naranjo must be
understood as Capitan Mayor, not of Spaniards, but of Indians
(which was the one that his father and grandfather held). . . .
Concerning the other Naranjos, whom Vargas found in the year
ninety-three, and one of them was the already mentioned first
Captain [Joseph Naranjo], their [racial] quality is not specified in
the documents of that archive. The witnesses say, almost all, that
they knew the grandfather of Jose Antonio Naranjo. And he,
according to their testimonies, turns out to be a Lobo, 6 Mulato,
6 Indio. And what is certain is that, after the defect of his
calidad had been set forth by the militia officials, he did not dare
deny it.... "75 In short, the results of the investigation were sent to
Mexico City, and the Viceroy stripped Naranjo of his titles, ordering the local authorities to punish him and his companions in
crime according to their deserts. 76
.
It is of interest to note that in one of these papers Naranjo
employs his mother's family name, Marquez de Ayala. His wife
was Manuela Armenta, whom he had married in Santa Fe in
1749. She, like his mother, belonged to the colonists from Zacatecas. Other activities recorded about him, in addition to the case·
we have been treating, were a land transfer in 1752, a trial in 1756
for mistreating his Armenta wife, and other charges for assault in
1758.77 These, and the entire episode of 1766, sadly demonstrate
how much the main line of the vigorous and gifted black Naranjo
family had fallen from the bizarre genius displayed by the great-
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grandfather in the Revolt of 168o, and from the enviable heights
of achievement reached by the grandfather, Joseph Lopez Naranjo;
at the turn of the century.
III.

CONCLUSION

THAT THE FAMOUS Pueblo Revolt of 1680 was successfully
planned and carried out, not alone by individual ritual leaders of
each pueblo, but by a very real Representative of Pohe-yemo-a tall
black man with big yellow eyes by the name of Naranjo-is amply
demonstrated, I believe, by all the foregoing evidence. Whether
or not Domingo Naranjo and Pedro Naranjo were one and the
same man remains a moot question, although I incline toward the
belief that they were brothers: Domingo the Representative of
Pohe-yemo in Taos, and Pedro carrying out his orders at San
Felipe. If Governor Otermin so officiously failed to recognize the
chief culprit under his clever disguise, the basic truth did survive,
even if in a confused way, in the long memory of the common
Hispanic folk, as shown in the testimonies of 1766. It also had been
preserved, although in a more legendary manner, in the tradition
of Nuestra Sefiora de la Macana, in which the Devil himself is
said to have appeared in the form of a black giant during the
1680 siege of Santa Fe. 78
We can close this study most appropriately with a pueblo folktale about Pohe-yemo which was still being told in Santo Domingo
. one"h
not too Iong ago. Because t he story concerns an "
anCIent
w 0
in latter times is but a minor being among the kopershtaya or
fetishes of the Indians, it must go back to those faraway times
when the Person of Pohe-yemo had been greatly magnified and
emphasized for the moment. And because the tale's form and
flavor is not characteristic of the Indian genre of storytelling, but
rather of the Spanish picaresque story, it could well have been
composed just before the Revolt of 1680 by Naranjo himself and
disseminated among the pueblos. The use of the form Poshaiyanyi
for Pohe-yemo suggests that itcame back to Santo Domingo byway
ofZufii:
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God and Poshaiyanyi were going to have a contest to see which
one had the most power. They were going to shoot at a tree. God
shot at it with a gun and cut a gash in the bark. Poshaiyanyi struck
it with a bolt of lightning and split the trunk in half. Next they
were going to see which one had the best things to eat. God had a
table with lots of good things on it. Poshaiyanyi ate on the ground;
he had some fat deer meat and some tortillas. God watched
Poshaiyanyi eat for a while, then he got down on the ground and
ate with him.
Then they were going to see who could get some water from
Shipap first. God wrote a letter. Poshaiyanyi made a wabani (feather
bunch). He got water while someone was reading God's letter.
The next was to see who could make the best music. God had
a horn and blew on it. Poshaiyanyi used a drum and sang. Mter a
while God got tired and gave up. God went home on a cloud;
Poshaiyanyi left on the back of a duck.
The next day they met again. They were going to shoot again.
They shot at a rock this time. They decided to bet on the outcome.
God bet some horses, cows, sheep, and one daughter. Poshaiyanyi bet
com and watermelons. God shot first; he just made a little nick in
the rock. Poshaiyanyi struck it with a bolt of lightning and shattered
it into bits. So Poshaiyanyi won again. He took the girl and started
to go home. God got mad and sent some soldiers after him. But
Poshaiyanyi got on a duck's back and went away to Wenima. 79
Before he left he told the Indians that there wouldn't be any more
war between the Indians and anyone. If there were he would come
back. He would gather all the Indians in one place and separate the
good people from the witches. Then the earth will crack. Then everything will be new again-"when a mule has a baby."80
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NOTES

1. A general idea of these dissensions can be gathered throughout
France V. Scholes, Church and State in New Mexico, 1610-1650 (Albuquerque, 1937; also in NMHR, vol. I I, 1936, nos. 1-4; vol. 12, 1937, no. I)
and Troublous Times in New Mexico, 1659-167° (Albuquerque, 1942;
also in NMHR, vol. 12, 1937, nos. 2, 4; vol. 13, 1938, no. I; vol. 15, 1940,
nos. 3-4; vol. 16, 1941, nos. 1-3).
2. The pueblo religio-civic government was and is in the hands of
two main groups: I) the Head Representatives (representing both the
people and the "ancient ones" in their mythology) which consist of the
Chief Representative (cacique), the two War-Chieftains and their assistants, and the Heads of the kiva groups; 2) the Medicinemen, or Heads of
the various curing societies and their assistants. Bandelier divided them
into three: Warriors, Medicinemen, and the highest Shamans. And what
jealousy between the caciques and the shamans, and what rivalry between
the Yaya (cacique) and the war captains! Adolph F. Bandelier, Final
Report of Investigations among the Indians of the Southwestern United
States, 2 parts (Cambridge, 1890, 1892), part I, pp. 148,294' He refers in
a note to Fray Alonso Benavides, who made two distinctions: guerreros
and hechiceros (warriors and sorcerers, or medicinemen), who struggled
against each other for dominion over the common people, and thus were
the cause of internal and inter-tribal dissensions by which whole pueblos
were laid desolate. Ibid., part I, p. 148n.
3. Charles W. Hackett and Charmion C. Shelby, Revolt of the Pueblo
Indians of New Mexico and Otermin's Attempted Reconquest, 1680-1682,
2 vols. (Albuquerque, 1942), vol. I, p. 5. Italics mine.
4. Ibid., pp. 15-16. Italics mine. The introduction of a deified Montezuma, the Aztec Emperor, already points to a non-pueblo Indian behind
the message.
5. Father Velez Escalante in his extracts of the Otermin journals:
"That they asyouths were totally ignorant of the motive, and only had heard
it said that from very far away toward the north there had come an order
from an Indian teniente of Pojeyemu for all of this kingdom to rise
against the Spaniards . . . that the teniente of Pojeyemu was very tall,
black, and with eyes big and yellow." Biblioteca Nacional, Mexico (cited
hereinafter as BNM), leg. 3, no. I (20/428), Eleanor B. Adams transcript.
He is the only source who aspirates the ''h'' and accents syllables. I am
using the form and spelling "Pohe-yemo" as a compromise between old
Spanish Sources and the recordings of latter-day ethnologists.
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6. The documents on the subject fill most of one volume: Archivo
General de la Nacion, Mexico (cited hereinafter as AGN), Tierras: Civil,
tomo426.
7. This I used, with other supporting documents, in an article,
"Nuestra Senora de la Macana," NMHR, vol. 34 (1959), pp. 81-97. The·
idea was expanded into a "novel," both plot and characters taken entirely
from the historical sources, entitled The Lady from Toledo (Fresno, 1960).
Faulty deductions regarding the Representative of Pohe-yemo are corrected
in this present study.
8. The Negro Estevanico certainly played with Fray Marcos de Niza's
high hopes and gullibility on the way to Cibola in 1539. The martyrdom
of Fray Pablo de Acevedo in Sinaloa in 1561 was attributed to a mulatto
interpreter who twisted his words. Even in this very year of 1680, a rebellion planned by the Indians south of Guadalupe del Paso was blamed on
the insensate actions of a mulatto servant, Hackett and Shelby, vol. I,
p. 47. For the escapades of an African native before and after the Vargas
Reconquest, see my article, "De Vargas' Negro Drummer," El Palacio, vol.
56 (1949), pp. 13 1-3 8.
9. This synthesis of pueblo beliefs is gleaned from outstanding ethnologists: Bandelier, Final Report, and The Southwest Journals of Adolph F.
Bandelier, 1880-1882, edited by Charles H. Lange and Carroll H. Riley
(Albuquerque and Santa Fe, 1966); Noel Dumarest, Notes on Cochiti,
New Mexico, edited by E. C. Parsons (Lancaster, Pa., 1920); Elsie Clews
Parsons, The Pueblo of Jemez (New Haven, 1925); Leslie A. White, The
Pueblo of San Felipe (Menasha, Wis., 1932) and The Pueblo of Santo
Domingo (Menasha, 1935); Charles H. Lange, Cochiti (Austin, 1959).
My own observations and philosophical interpretation lead me to believe
that there is no parallel here with the ancient deity religions of Asia
Minor and Egypt, of Graeco-Roman mythology, or that of Aztec Mexico,
much less with ]udaeo-Christian religious concepts. Hence I studiously
avoid any such confusing terminology as God, gods, spirit, worship, altar,
priest, penitent, prayer, and the like. They have no relation to pure
pueblo belief as such, even if the Indian himself, after early contact with
Spanish Catholicity and now with the modern white man's parlance, has
adopted such terms as Great Spirit, rain-gods, prayer sticks, etc.
10. Here I am using Keres terminology. The mythology is basically the
same in all the pueblos, with local variations as to words and particular
functions. The names vary according to language or dialect, even in their
specific meaning, but there is always a general similarity in function and
even nomenclature, for one linguistic group evidently borrowed from
another, and vice versa. Since the tradition was entirely oral, it also suffered variation in neighboring pueblos of the same linguistic group. As
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ethnologists point out, the informants from each p'articular pueblo had
confused ideas as to the exact nature and function of the "ancient ones."
11. Hackett and Shelby, vol. I, p. 6!.
12. Ibid., pp. 233-35.
13. Ibid., p. 295. Note the Spanish interpretation of the "sun-father"
Pohe-yemo, 'who made the sun shine when the people came out of
Shipapu.
14· Ibid., pp. 345, 361.
15. Ibid., pp. I I 7, 120, 122, 177, 194. The Indians who did the most
harm were those who had been most favored by the friars, and were the
most intelligent, wrote Fray Antonio de Sierra,ibid., p. 59.
16. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426.
17. Ibid., II B, fol. 8.
18. George P. Hammond and Agapito Rey, Don Juan de Onate,
Colonizer of New Mexico, 1595-1628 (Albuquerque, 1953), part I, pp.
559, 562-63.
19· Ibid., pp. 155,227,233,267,299,
20. Ibid., pp. 146,267. In the index the editors fail to distinguish fully
between Alonso Naranjo, a native of Valladolid, pp. 164, 292, who did
not remain in New Mexico, and Alonso Martines or Martin or Martin
Naranjo, a native of Estremadura.The latter's son was undoubtedly the
Diego Martines Naranjo killed by the Jemez around 1640-1645, Hackett
and Shelby, vol. 2, p. 266. Perhaps also a Bartolo Martin (?) Naranjo. See
note 67, infra. It is quite possible that this Spanish or part-Spanish family
passed down as Martin Barba, for there are no Spaniards named Naranjo
for the remainder of the century. See my book, Origins of New Mexico
Families in the Spanish Colonial Period (cited hereinafter as NMF) (Santa
Fe, 1954), pp. 71, 22!.
21. Hammond and Rey, part 2, p. 56!.
22. Ibid., pp. 559, 563. '
23. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, II A, fol. 2.
2+ Ibid., II B, fol. 8. There were no Spanish Naranjos at all in the
Otermin refugee lists of I680~I68I, save possibly the Martin Barba family.
The only man of this name was Pascual Naranjo, a mulatto of the Analco
ward in Santa Fe, about whom more later.
25. Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 211-12. Referring to the archives
in 1766, Gov. Cachupfn stated that "in the entry which Otermino made
around the year eighty-three [sic] ... he arrested in the pueblo ... of
La Isleta, an Indian called Naranjo." AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, III,
fols. 74-75.
26. Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 245-49. Father Velez· Escalante
simply' mentions an Indian called Pedro Naranjo, a great idolator and
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sorcerer, who had come from the upper pueblos to Isleta, sent there by the
rebel leaders, BNM, leg. 3, no. I (20/ 428). In his written opinion, December 23, 1681, Fray Francisco de Ayeta said: "He is under arrest in this
camp, is eighty years of age, and is a consummate sorcerer, and as such is
noted and highly esteemed among them, as is proven by his having been
found in La Isleta, teaching the diabolical manner and circumstances in
which they must dance in their infamous and most obscene juntas (which
they call cazinas) ... ." Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 308-09. Father
Ayeta goes on to relate all that Naranjo divulged to Otermln, but ends
by attributing the Revolt to EI Pope. But an Indian captive, Juan of
Tesuque, declared that the rebel leaders had arranged for the destruction
of the Isleta people, and that Naranjo had come down for this purpose.
Ibid., pp. 329-3°.
27. One Spaniard. recalled how Gov. Argiiello (1640, 1645) hanged 29
Jemez Indians for allying themselves with the Apache for a rebellion, and
imprisoned others for killing a certain Diego Martines Naranjo. Another
said he hanged more than forty. They claimed that Gov. Concha in 1650
discovered a plot by the Indians of Isleta, Alameda, San Felipe, Cochiti,
and Jemez. They had agreed to turn loose all the Spaniards' horses, which
were "the nerve of warfare," for the Apache to grab under pretense of a
raid; then the pueblos would pounce on the Spaniards while they were
assembled in prayer on Holy Thursday. As a result nine leaders were
hanged and others sold as slaves for ten years. Then, under Gov. Villanueva (1664), six Piro of Senecu were hanged and others imprisoned for
joining the Apache in an ambuscade that killed five Spaniards. Later, all
the Piro pueblos of Las Salinas under Don Esteban Clemente "whom all
the kingdom obeyed," plotted a general uprising, likewise planning to
surprise the Spaniards on Holy Thursday. But the plot was discovered and
this leader was hanged. Ibid., pp. 266, 299-300. Note the title and full
name of Don Esteban Clemente; they stamp him as non-pueblo, another
intelligent hybrid full of resentment against the Spaniard.
28. Communication by means of deerskin paintings is a Plains Indian
feature. Perhaps the Taos acquired it from their close contact with them.
29. Francisco Xavier and Luis de Quintana, natives respectively of
Sevilla and Balmaseda, and Diego L6pez Sambrano, a native New Mexican
of Santa Fe, were a trio whom the Indian ritual leaders hated the most.
They were the officials who for the last five years under Governors
Trevino and Otermln (1675-1680) had gone about destroying kivas and
Indian shrines, and severely punishing the ritual leaders. Under Trevino
they carried out a terrible witch-hunt occasioned by the complaints of the
voluble and superstitious Fray Andres Duran of San Ildefonso. Forty-seven
T ewas were arrested for witchcraft, and four of them were hanged for
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alleged witchcraft and murder. Among the other prisoners taken to Santa
Fe was EI Pope himself. The aroused warriors of all the Tewa pueblos
then confronted Trevino at the palace, and he released the prisoners. Ibid.,
pp. 3°°-OJ, When the leaders were asked why they rebelled, both by
Otermfn in 1681 and by Vargas in 1692-1693, they referred time and again
to this hated trio. For their lives, see NMF, pp. 58, 89, 113.
30. In the previous year the Spanish clerk described the knotted cord
as being made of thongs of animal hide. Perhaps the "timetable" sent to
some other pueblos was on cords made of yucca fiber.
31. The Representative of PoM-yemo at Taos, and therefore himself
and/or Domingo Naranjo. He certainly would not have himself identified
and then be hanged like the Piro Esteban Clemente mentioned in note 27,
supra.
32. Degollados. A purely Spanish form of execution. It was decapitation by first slitting the throat and then the entire neck.
33. The pueblos were strictly monogamous. Even if considerable
liberty was allowed to the young, until conception took place for a pair,
after marriage there was only one wife, and adultery was severely
punished. The polygamy offered here is African and Aztec.
34. Pedro Naranjo's entire declaration is in Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2,
PP·245-49·
35. Naranjo says that the three spirits went underground, but then

adds that one of them (E1 Caudi) remained to give orders with EI Pope,
and thus E1 Caudi suggests one of the names of the high priest of Tlascala,
Achcautli. See Fray Geronimo de Mendieta, Historia Eclesiastica Indiana
(Mexico, 1870), lib. 2, cap. 7. When combined with the other two spirits,
we have a resemblance to the gods Omacatl (two reed) and Ixtlilton (little
black face) who was also called T1a1tetecuini (earth stamper). Or, more
significantly, the names of the three spirits recall Fire worshipped as a god
under the names:Ixco~auhqui, Cue~altzin, Ueueteot1. See Arthur ]. O.
Anderson and Charles E. Dibble, Florentine Codex, edition of Fray
Bernardino de Sahagun (Santa Fe, 1950), Book I, The Gods, part 2, pp.
14-15, 39, 42 . During the Fire Festivals honoring this god, the lords and
consuls were elected, and "after these feasts, they forthwith proclaimed
war against their foes." Ibid. It would be most natural for Naranjo to
have an imperfect grasp of names in Aztec-Tlascaltec myth, as received
from parents who themselves probably had a garbled memory of them.
36. Bandelier thought that "Copala" was a copyist's error for Ci-bo-be,
the Tewa word for Shipapu. Final Report, part 2, pp. 29-30. However, the
original texts have Copala, and the context calls for it. VeIez Escalante
places an accent on the last syllable, Copala. The genesis of the Copala
legend can be outlined as follows:
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I) Sixteenth-eentury writers related legends of the Toltecs, Aztecs,
and Chichimecas, as how they had come down from the north in slow
stages from a place called Aztlan or Huehuetlalpallan or Tlalpallan. One
group on the way down lingered at a place called "Seven Caves." Different
friars and colonists heard the story from different natives, and so the
legend and the terminology varied, and more so with repetition.
2) Tlalpala became identified, if incorrectly, with the place of the
Seven Caves, and these with the "Seven Cities" of a Portuguese romance
which the Spaniards of those times took for history. This is what led Fray
Marcos de Niza to look for them in 1539 in the far north whence the
Mexican nations had come. But he and Coronado in 1540 were sadly disappointed with the Seven. Cities of Cibola, for the mud Zuni villages had
neither glamour nor gold. Yet the Spanish imagination would not give up.
There had to be, somewhere in the north, that fabulous and rich place
of the original inhabitants of Mexico, the birthplace of "Montezuma,"
as the imperial name had become confused with those of the original
leaders and gods of the Mexicans. Its fabled treasures made it another
Mexico, a new Mexico, in the minds of adventurers.
3) There was a town of Copala on the Banks of the Colima range, an
area where rich mining operations were going on in the 1530'S, and this
could have helped confuse it with Tlalpala. At any rate, the fortune
hunters by the middle of the century were referring to the northern home
of the Mexicans as Copala, which Coronado must have missed when he
came upon Cibola. This prompted several forays into what is now northern
Mexico, the chief of which was Ibarra's "quest of Copala." In 1 563 he
came upon a populous fertile valley, and reported that he had found the
legendary Copala; the place was a disappointment, but the name stuck.
In 1582 three friars and some soldiers reached the Rio Grande pueblos
and said they had found "the new Mexico." Suddenly, the names of
Copala and New Merico became interchangeable. There was a lake into
which the Rio Nazas emptied (near Ibarra's Copala), which was given the
name "Lago de Nuevo Mexico," and this seems to be where Copala became
a lake.
4) Soon after New Mexico was colonized in 1598, the Lake of
Copala became it "fact." In 1605 Onate had made his famous trip in search
of the South Sea and here, wrote Father Zarate Salmeron, "was the first
news they had of the lake of Copalla, whence it is presumed the Mexicans
came who settled New Spain." Onate's men had asked the natives living
near the mouth of the Colorado about this lake of Copala and they, like
. other natives before them and afterwards, pleased their visitors by describing such a fantastic lake and city toward the north. Thus it became the
subject of fireside chats and dreams among the pioneer settlers of New
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Mexico-and among these were the first and second generations of the
black Naranjos. Now a Naranjo was further confusing the legendary
Copala with the Pueblo Indians' own mythical place of origin, the Hole of
Shipapu. Bandelier and Cushing relate pueblo folktales in which the lakeidea of Copala and the hole-idea of Shipapu have become further confused, particularly among the Jemez and the Zuni. Bandelier, Final Report
part 2, pp. 29-30, 207, 587. But these are relatively modem accretions, not
the original myth. Who knows but that they started around 168o?
37.AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, II A, fol. 3. Here I am using the old
forms "Joseph" and "Josephe" as found in the manuscripts (in those times
pronounced "Josep" and "Josepe," hence the diminutive "Pepe") to distinguish him more easily from the others named "Jose" in the same
narratives.
38. Ibid., II B, fol. 47.
39. Ibid., fol. 78.
40. Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, p. 231. Juan of Tesuque, who blamed
El Pope for the rebellion, had been an employed servant of Francisco
Xavier, the nemesis of the ritual leaders and their kivas. Here it is mentioned that Xavier lost two mulatto slaves at Picuris. These were Francisco
Blanco de la Vega, native of Puebla, and Maria Madrid or "La Mozonga,"
who was taken captive with her children and was later rescued by the
Vargas forces in 1692. See NMF, p. 307, and "Rendon" in El Palacio,
vol. 64 (May-June, 1957), pp. 180-81.
41. Joseph's entire testimony, Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 238-42.
Sebastian de Herrera Corrales had taken his family up to Taos on a visit,
while he and Sargento Mayor Fernando de Chavez went further on to
trade with the Ute. Both their families were wiped out by the Taos. On
their return the two officers, and a Chavez youth who was with his
father, saw what had happened and fled south past the besieged villa of
Santa Fe, and caught up with the refugees of the RIO Abajo. NMF, pp.
21-22, 47. Hence young Joseph must have accompanied Herrera to the
Ute country and thus escaped south .with him and the two Chavez men.
42.. Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 243-45. Yet, this Lucas might have
been what he said, and not Josephe's brother. But strangely enough, Lucas
Naranjo was tied in with some Piro Indians in the uprising of 1696.
43· Ibid., pp. 23 1-32, 249-53.
44. Ibid., vol. I, p. 12. At the same time Otermln sent another
tnlsted Indian, Juan el Tano, to see what his people were doing in
Galisteo; but he returned as the leader of the Tano rebels. Ibid., pp. 12-14.
I identify this Juan as the desecrator of the Macana image who was
hanged by the Devil in the form of a black giant after having repented
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his sacrilege, for he fits in perfectly with the Macana legend. See notes 7,
supra, and 78, infra.
45. On October 2, 1680, "Pascual Naranjo, mulatto, pitifully poor,
passed muster on foot and without any arms, with a family of wife and
six children. He did not sign because of not knowiIig how." Hackett and
Shelby, vol. I, p. 158. Pascual's wife was Marfa Romero, nicknamed
"Cota, la Naranja." This family, and practically all the Analco people,
remained at Guadalupe del Paso instead of returning to Santa Fe in 1693.
Two of their children married at Guadalupe del Paso in 1692 and 1698,
NMF, p. 80. Most likely another son was the Jose Naranjo who testified
for another former resident of Analco at Guadalupe del Paso in 1692. See
note 50, infra. Earlier in the century Don Pedro de Chavez had equipped
Pascual Naranjo with a cutlass and two horses during a campaign against
the wild Indians, Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, p. 177. Chavez' father, Don
Pedro I, had owned a mulatto servant by the name of Diego de Santiago,
whom he kept employed at his Rancho del Tunque near San Felipe Pueblo
in the 1630'S. Diego's wife was Felipilla, most probably from the pueblo,
AGN, Inquisici6n, t. 372, expo 19, fols. 17-18v. My guess is that Diego de
Santiago was a brother of Domingo and/or Pedro Naranjo, and that he and
Felipilla were the parents of Pascual Naranjo of Analco and of the mulatto
woman living at "the rancho near San Felipe," the mother of the slain
Bartolome Naranjo and his two half-brothers, the' Lorenzo boys. Father
Velez Escalante is the only writer who refers to Tlascaltecas living in
Analco before the Revolt. In 1680 there were eight Analco families designated as "Mexican Indians." Probably, like Pascual Naranjo, they also had
Tlascaltec antecedents, in the other two daughters of Don Joseph de
Tepeaca and other women in the Onate lists. It is not impossible that the
padre heard this from the descendants of Pascual Naranjo and other such
folk, and so was prompted to make the statement.
46. Hackett and Shelby, vol. 2, pp. 362-63.
47· AGN, Historia, t. 37, no. 6, fols. 124 et seq.
48. In 1631 the young mestizo Ger6nimo Pacheco (perhaps the father
of this Francisco Pacheco) was a good friend of the young mulatto Diego
de Santiago treated in note 45, supra. Father Velez Escalante relates an
interesting episode which seems to refer to this Francisco Pacheco. T reating of this submission of the Taos to Gov. Vargas, he mentions Pacheco,
but not Josephillo, then goes on to relate this incident which he took from
an authentic testimonial of March 1681. It was given at Guadalupe del
Paso by Alonso Shimitihua, cousin of the rebel mestizo Alonso Catiti of
Santo Domingo. Gov. Otermin had sent Shimitihua with some other
trusted Indians to confer with the rebels and persuade them to make peace.
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Some of his companions defected to the rebels, and he was made prisoner
and taken to Taos. There he witnessed the desecration of a statue of the.
Virgin Mary together with some Spanish cadavers. This image had been
discovered in the house of an Indian "mestizo" married to a Taos woman
and nicknamed "el Portugues." Shimitihua later escaped and returned to
tell the Spaniards of his adventures, BNM, leg. 3, no. 1 (20/428).
49. AGN, Historia, t. 37, no. 6. In the 1766 controversy, Gov.
Cachupin stated, after consulting the archives, that Vargas in an early
entrada found a mestizo (Pacheco) and one of those called Naranjo
(Josephillo) at Taos. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, III, fol. 74V. But then
Cachupin confused Josephillo with the Naranjo (Lucas) who led the
Tewas, Picuris, and Taos in the Revolt of 1696. Ibid. He also said that
Vargas made Joseph Naranjo his pet-"acaricio a Joseph Naranjo." Ibid.,
lIB, fol. 8.
50. On January 19, 1692, a Joseph Naranjo at Guadalupe del Paso had
testified that he was 22 years old and had known young Juan de Leon
Brito all his life, for they were reared together, Archives of the Archdiocese
of Santa Fe, Diligencias Matrimoniales, 1692, no. 3. The LeOn Britos were
also "Mexican Indians" from Analco in Santa Fe, hence this Joseph
Naranjo must be a son of Pascual Naranjo. See note 46, supra.
51. AGN, Historia, t. 38, pt. I, fol. 72; Velez Escalante, BNM, leg. 3,
no. 1 (20/428). Gov. Cachupin mistakenly identified him as Joseph
Naranjo. Ibid.; Tierras: Civil, t. 426, III, fol. 74v.
52. Spanish Archives of New Mexico, State Records Center and
Archives, Santa Fe (cited hereinafter as SANM), no. 60a; Old Santa Fe,
vol. 3 (October 1916), p. 368.
53. Lucas was clearly implicated by the declarations of several witnesses, SANM, no. 60a; Old Santa Fe, vol. 3, pp. 359-65. "Su primer motor
de este levantamiento nombrado Naranjo." AGN, Historia, t. 38, foIs.
50-52.
54. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426,. II A, fol. 3; II B, foIs. 8-8v. The
witness was wrong concerning the last accusation, for the Cuartelejo
episode took place many years later when Joseph Naranjo was already a
trusted and sincere ally of the Spaniards. But it is evident that Naranjo
had left an enviable reputation as a linguist.
55. Letter of Father Garaycoechea, Zuni, May 28, 1700. Here the
padre refers to him as Joseph Lopez Naranjo. BNM, leg. 3, no. 1 (20/428).
56. This declaration and the certifications which follow are all written in the saine clear hand, including all signatures with their rubrics.
They are no doubt a copy of originals. Joseph's signature and rubric are
obviously a deliberate sham by the copyist, for he could not sign his
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name in 1681, nor afterwards In his declarations of 1702, 1719, 1720.
SANM, nos. 84, 3°1.
57. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, fols. 37-38. The year is thus written
out for 1698, a mistake by the mid-eighteenth century copyist. Fray
Agustin de Colina, in 1704, substantiates Naranjo's statement that he had
indeed saved the lives of the padres when they went to the Hopi pueblos
in 1700, BNM, leg. 5, no. 5, leg. 7, no. I, fols. 42-43.
58. SANM, nos. 3°1,3°8.
59. Bancroft Library; University of California, Berkeley, New Mexico
Originals (cited hereinafter as NMO), 1702. In 1766 Gov. Cachupin stated
from the archives that Joseph Naranjo had been useful to Vargas, who commissioned him in these enterprises to the extent of sending him to Zuni
and the Hopi pueblos, and naming him Major War-Captain of all the
Indians "so that he might with greater authority be a part of the entire
reduction." AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, III, fols. 75?5v.
60. SANM, no. 84.
61. Velez Escalante, BNM, leg. 3, no. I (20/428).
62. SANM, no. 99.
63. AGN, Provincias Internas, t. 36, pt. 4, fols. 359V-368.
64. Padron de la Parroquia de Santa Cruz de los Espanoles, 1707,
BNM, leg. 6, no. 1 (25/487).
65. NMF, p. 241.
66. SANM, no. 154.
67. Ibid., no. 199.
68. NMO,1715.
69. The name is carved in large letters, JOSEPH NARANJO,
without any da~e. It bears no relation to a much later carving beneath it, of
1774. Photo reproductions in John M. Slater, El Morro, Inscription Rock
(Los Angeles, 1961), plate 36, p. 93. It could have been carved for
Naranjo by some literate companion when he traveled back and forth
between Acoma and Zuni as Alcalde Mayor of these two pueblos from
1700 to 1703; or else during the Ulibarri campaigns of 1701 or 1709,
when the latter left his inscriptions on the rock. Naranjo's name is about
a hundred feet from them. There is another Naranjo signature next to an
inscription of 1620: BARTOLOM NARANJO, with a rubric and a nick
above the "M." Ibid., plate 83, p. 120. Slater and others have deciphered
it as "Bartolome Naranjo." To me it looks rather like an abbreviated
"Bartolo Martin Naranjo," hence possibly a literate individual of the early
seventeenth century, perhaps another son of Alonso Martin Naranjo. Cf.
note 20, supra.
70. SANM, nos. 301, 308.
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71. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, II B, fols. 47, 49, 75v et seq.
72. NMF, p. 24 I.
73. AGN, Tierras: Civil, t. 426, II B, fols. 7ov-74, 79v.
74. Ibid., fo1. 2 et seq.
75. Ibid., fols. 76, 78.
76.. Ibid., fols. 82-84..
77. NMF, pp. 24 1-42.
78. See note 7, supra. Gov. Vargas must have heard the Macana
tradition of 1680 from. the refugee colonists at Guadalupe del Paso, for, to
heighten the drama of his own reconquest of Santa Fe in 1693, he
referred to it in his official report as actually happening at this time.
Velez Escalante, BNM, leg. 3, no. 1 (20/428). This Macana tradition is
entirely distinct from that of La Conquistadora. See my books on this
particular Marian image, Our Lady of the Conquest (Santa Fe, 1948) and
La Conquistadora: The. Autobiography of an Ancient Statue (Paterson,
N.J., 1954)·
79. White, Santo Domingo, pp. 178-79. This seems to be the end of
the original tale, in which God-Friar-Spaniard has been pitted against
Pohe-yemo-Medicineman-Indian.
80. Ibid. This last paragraph is a confused reference to the Christian
Last Judgment and Salvation, regarding which the Indian expresses his
doubt by the last remark. But even this is a very old Spanish expression:
"El dla que pare la mula."
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THOMAS SIMPSON CARSON, NEW MEXICO RANCHER

LOWELL H. HARRISON

A

citizens were attracted to eastern New
Mexico during the latter part of the nineteenth century. Among
them was Thomas Simpson Carson who spent a decade or more in
that region. Only a handful of New Mexico citizens c~m remember
Carson today, but, unlike most visitors, he left a written account
of his stay, as well as of his travels to many other parts of the
world. Almost unknown today, his two books give an interesting
account of New Mexico as it appeared to an intelligent Scotsman
during the final years of the last century.1 While Carson's account
cannot be substantiated in every detail by available evidence, he
appears to have been reasonably accurate in recounting his
experiences.
A native of Scotland, Carson began his world travels just before
the Franco-Prussian war, when he went to Germany to study the
language. In 1876, when he was twenty-two, he journeyed to
India to become a tea planter. Young Carson worked on plantations
in Sylhet and Cachar, but he also found time to develop a fondness for polo and nature study. After four years in India his own
illness and the death of his father obliged the young man to return
home. Six months later, his health restored and family affairs put
in order, he decided to seek his fortune in the United States.
"Having no profession and hating trade in any form," he explained, "the choice was limited and confined to live stock or crop
farming of one kind or another." For either endeavor the United
States was touted as the land of opportunity for young men. 2
NUMBER OF BRITISH
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Carson spent some three months at a British settlement at
LeMars, Iowa, but he soon became dissatisfied with his countrymen who lived there. "Sport, not work, occupied their whole time
and attention. Altogether it seemed that this was no place for one
who had to push his fortunes."3 So he moved on westward into
New Mexico Territory where he stayed for a time with an
Australian sheepman. But the more Carson saw of cattle raising,
the less attractive the sheep ranch became, and he soon left it. 4
His next stop, however, was Las Vegas, where he spent six months.
Las Vegas, he said, was then a true frontier town.
It was "booming"; full of life and all kinds of people; money was
plentiful; saloons, gambling-dens, and dance halls were "wide open."
Real Estate was moving freely, prices advancing, speculation rife; and
-and infectious. A few successful deals gave me courage and
tempted me further-to become a real gambler. On some deals tremendous profits were made. A saloon and gambling-hall which paid
a huge rental and gave me drinks free became mine! The world
looked "easy."
Not content with Las Vegas I ventured into other towns; had
some deals there, and spent the evenings playing poker, faro, and
monte, with the best and "toughest" of them. Santa Fe, the capital,
was then as much a "hell" as Las Vegas. 1i

The young Scot was especially impressed by the widespread
gambling, and years later he recalled the gambling halls in vivid
detail.
Let me try to describe one of these gambling resorts. A long, low
room, probably a saloon, with the pretentious bar in front; tables on
either side of the room, and an eager group round each one, the
game being roulette, faro, highball, poker, crapps, or monte. The
dealers, or professional gamblers, are easily distinguished. Their
dress consists invariably of a well-laundered "biled" (white) shirt,
huge diamond stud in front, no collar or tie, perhaps a silk handkerchief tied loosely round the neck, and an open unbuttoned waistcoat. They are necessarily cool, wide-awake, self-possessed men. All
in this room are chewing tobacco and distributing the results freely
on the floor. Now and then the dealers call for drinks all round,
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perhaps to keep the company together and encourage play. But
poker, the royal game, the best of all gambling games, is generally
played in a retired room, where quietness and some privacy are secured. Mere idlers and "bums" are not wanted around; perhaps the
room is a little cleaner, but the Boor is littered, if the game has lasted
long, with dozens of already used and abandoned packs of cards.
At Las Vegas the majority of the players were cowboys and cattlemen; at Socorro miners and prospectors; at Albuquerque all kinds; at
Santa Fe politicians and officials and Mexicans, but Chinamen, always a few Chinamen, everywhere; and what varied types of men
one rubs shoulders with! The cowpunchers, probably pretty well
''loaded'' (tipsy), the "prominent" lawyer, the horny-handed miner,
the inscrutable "John"; the scout, or frontier man, with hair long as
a woman's; the half-breed Mexican or greaser elbowing a drone of
pure Castilian blood; the men all "packing" guns (six-shooters), some
in the pocket, some displayed openly. The dealer, of course, has his
lying handy under the table; but shooting scrapes are rare. If there
is any trouble it will be settled somewhere else afterwards. 6

New Mexico at that time, Carson felt, was "probably the most
lawless country in the world." Almost everyone who ventured
into that area boasted of meeting the most notorious outlaw of all,
and Carson was no exception. His alleged encounter with Billy the
Kid-a brief and peaceful one-occurred at Fort Sumner. 7
When he abandoned real estate as a way to quick wealth,
Carson found himself with just about as much capital as he had
possessed before embarking upon his speculative ventures. Now he
reverted to his plan of becoming a cattle rancher. He became
acquainted about this time with two Englishmen, experienced
cattlemen from the north, who wanted to move to New Mexico.
They needed more capital, so Carson joined them in a partnership
that lasted for a dozen years without ever becoming a financial
success. Part of the agreement was that the inexperienced Carson
would leave the entire control and management of the enterprise
in the hands of his partners. 8 This provision would later lead to
some dissatisfaction as Carson acquired experience but found himself powerless to determine policy which involved his investment.
When the senior partner became dissatisfied with prospects in
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New Mexico, they moved to Arizona where they ranched near the
headwaters of the Little Colorado River. They were successful for
a few years, then other cattlemen and sheepmen began to move
into the region. Soon, Carson reported, "The grass was eaten
down, over-grazed, droughts came, prices broke, and so the end."
During the decade he spent in Arizona Carson ceased to be a
novice, but under the terms of the partnership agreement he had
no voice in the management of the property. Thus he was glad to
accept an offer from a Scottish Land and Mortgage Company to
manage its New Mexico property. Carson left Arizona in the early
1890's to take up his new post. 9
He returned to the Fort Sumner area with which he had become
familiar during his first stay in New Mexico. Carson came to like
the plains country in which he lived for the next several years,
although it was far different from the Arizona mountains or his
native Scotland.
These Staked Plains (Llanos Estacodos) are so called because the
first road or trail across them had to be staked out with poles at more
or less long intervals to show direction, there being no visible landmarks in that immense level country. They are one continuous sweep
of slightly undulating, almost level land, well grassed, almost without living water anywhere, but dotted all over with depressions in
the ground, generally circular, some of great size, some deeper than
others, which we called "dry lakes," from the fact that for most of
the year they were nearly all dry, only here and there, and at long
distances apart, a few would hold sufficient muddy water to carry
wild horses and antelope through the dry season. 10

When Carson returned to New Mexico the Scottish Company
was interested in enlarging its holdings, and he was active in
acquiring several herds and ranches for the organization. One of
the most important acquisitions was the Maxwell herd, for its
horseshoe brand became· the Company's brand, and in years. to
come the "Horseshoe Outfit" was the Company's most commonly
used name. The purchase of Henry McBroom's cattle and Coniva
ranch, some thirty-five miles southwest of Tucumcari, gave the
Company its new headquarters. l l
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Carson's early association with the Company involved some
difficult tasks and some measure of danger. One of his first assignments was to foreclose on an unnamed cattleman who had paid no
interest on his loan for several years. 12 This gentleman had no
intention of relinquishing control, and Carson's efforts to secure
either the property or legal evidence that force had been used to
prevent his taking possession of it ~arned him the title of "that
damned Scotsman." With the aid of the sheriff Carson halted an
effort to drive a herd of steers across the line into Texas where
they would be safe from seizure. Carson's opponent soon "threw
up the sponge" and turned over the property. This success aided
Carson in making later foreclosures on oth~r ranches with less
difficulty. 13
Years later, long after he had left New Mexico, Carson described his ranching operations with considerable pride.
Eastern New Mexico, the country over which the Company's cattle
ranged, was a huge strip of territory some two hundred and fifty by
one hundred and fifty miles, with no fences and no settlers, occupied
only by big cattle outfits owning from eight thousand to seventy-five
thousand cattle each. The way the cattle were "worked" was thus:
The spring round-up began in March far down the River Pecos, and
. slowly worked north to our range near Fort Sumner. The Company's
wagon, one of many more, would join the work some one hundred
and ten miles south, but I sent some individual men to even greater
distances. The work continued slowly northwards, branding the
spring calves, and each outfit separating its own cattle, and driving its
own herd. Twelve or more wagons meant some three hundred riders
and about three thousand saddle horses; so the operation was done
on a grand scale, thousands of cattle being handled every day;
altogether such a big round-up was a very busy and interesting
scene. Intricate and complicated work it was, too, though not always
apparently so to an outsider; but under a good round-up boss, who
was placed over the bosses of all the wagons, it was wonderful how
smoothly the work went on. A general round-up took a long time;
and was no sooner over than another was begun at the far south
border (the Mexican line) and the thing repeated. Our own cattle had
got into the habit of drifting south whenever winter set in. It took
us all summer to get them back, and no sooner back than a cold sleet
or rain would again start them south. In fact in winter few of
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our own cattle were at home; the cattle on our range being then mostly
those drifted from the northern part of the territory.14

Although many of the cattle in the trail herds which passed
through the Company's property were driven on northward, Carson always drove the cattle for which he was responsible to the
Texas Panhandle. There they were either delivered to the buyer or
held until they were sold. Amarillo was only a small settlement in
the 1890'S, but Carson became impressed by its potential, and it
was to Amarillo that he retired after leaving the ranching business.
Before his retirement Carson even made an effort to establish his
own ranch in the Texas Panhandle, but when the effort failed, he
continued with the Scottish Company.15
The new manager soon discovered that many of the stock
horses had been allowed to run free and had mingled with the wild
mustangs. A horse roundup was soon undertaken; it was complicated by the quarrel with "M-" over the foreclosure on his ranch.
We took out with us some hundred of the gentler mares, the idea
being to graze these round camp, and on getting round a bunch of the
outlaws to drive them into this herd and so hold them. Nearly every
bunch we found had mustangs amongst them. The mustang stallions
we shot whenever possible. They were the cause of all our trouble.
These stallions .did not lead the bands, but fell behind, driving the
mares in front and compelling them to gallop. When pressed, the
stud would wheel round as if to challenge his pursuers. He presented
a fine spectacle, his eyes blazing and his front feet pawing the ground.
What a picture subject for an artist! The noble stallion, for he does
look noble, no matter how physically poor a creature he may chance
to be, wheeling round to challenge and threaten his pursuer, his
mane and tail sweeping the ground,_ fury breathing from his nostrils
and his eyes flashing fire! Is he not gaining time for his mares and
progeny to get out of danger? A noble object and a gallant deed!
Then was the time to shoot. But, yourself being all in a sweat and
your horse excited, straight shooting was difficult to accomplish. We
worked on a system; on finding a band, one man would do the
running for six or eight miles, then another would relieve him, and
so on, the idea being to get outside of them and so gradually round
them in to the grazing herd. We had special horses kept and used for
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this purpose, fast and long-winded, as the pace had to be great and
one must be utterly regardless of dog and badger holes, etc. This kind
of work we kept up for a couple of weeks, some days being successful, some getting a run, but securing nothing. We made a satisfactory
gathering of all the gentler and more tractable mares, but some of
the wilder ones we could not hold.
At last we started homewards, meaning to separate the properties
of the two claimants; but M- owned the only proper horse-separating
corral in the whole country, and from obstinacy and cussedness would
not let us use it. Here was a pretty go! To drive to any other corral
would mean taking M-'s horses off their proper range and the law
forbade us doing so, and he knew it. So we were compelled to do
what I reckon had never been done or attempted before-separate
the horses on the open prairie! First we cut out and pushed some
half a mile away all mares and young unbranded colts to which the
Company's title could not be disputed; also the stallions and geldings
of like nature; then came the critical and difficult part of the operation-to cut out and separate mothers from their unbranded colts
and branded colts, some even one or two years old, from their mothers.
And not only cut them out, but hold them separate for a full couple
of hours! No one can know what this means but one who has tried
it. I had done a fair amount of yearling steer-(;utting; but hard as that
work is, it is nothing compared with the separating of colts from
their dams. The only way was to suddenly scare the colt out and race
him as hard as you could go to the other bunch. But if by bad luck
its mother gave a whinny, back the colt would come like a shot bullet, and nothing on earth could stop him. Fortunately I had kept a
fresh horse in reserve, a very fine fast and active cutting pony. I rode
him myself, and but for him we would never have accomplished what
we did. When we got through our best horses were all played out.
But it was absolutely necessary to move our own mare band to the
nearest corral at Fort Sumner, a distance of thirty miles, which we
did that evening. To night-herd them would have been impossible.
The title to many of these colts, branded and unbranded, was very
mixed up, and indeed still in the Courts. Nevertheless, I prepared
next morning to brand them for the Company. The fire was ready,
the irons nearly hot, when up drove M- in a furious rage. I do not
think I ever saw a man look so angry and mean. He held a shot-gun
in his hand, and presenting it at me, swore he would kill me if I
dared to proceed any further. My foreman, who knew him well,
warned me to be careful; there seemed no doubt that he meant what
he said; he was too mad to dispute with, and so! Well, his bluff, if it
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were a bluff, carried the day and I ordered the mares to be turned
loose. As it turned out afterwards it was well I did so, as further legal
complications would have resulted.
The next and last time we rounded up the stock horses I left
the wilder ones alone, and gave a contract to some professional mustangers to gather them up at so much per head. These men never
attempt to run them down. They "walk" them down. A light wagon,
two mules to pull it, lots of grain, some water and supplies, are what
you need. On sighting a band you simply walk your team after them,
walk all day and day after day, never giving them a rest. Keep their
attention occupied and they will neglect to feed or drink. Gradually
they become accustomed to your nearer presence, and finally you can
get up quite close and even drive them into your camp, where your
companions are ready with snare ropes to secure them, or at least
the particular ones you want to catch. 16

. According to his account, Thomas Carson spent eight years with
the Scottish Company. His duties carried him to every part of the
extensive range, as well as to Las Vegas and Amarillo for supplies
or to transact business. There is no way to estimate accurately the
miles he covered as he tried to supervise all phases of the operation.
Although the work was demanding and often dangerous, Carson
appeared to enjoy it.
My life during these eight years had its pleasures and its troubles;
certainly much discomfort and a lot of disagreeable work. During the
working season, April to November, my time was mostly spent with
the round-up or on the trail, with occasional visits to our head office in
Las Vegas, and also to Amarillo on business matters. To cover these
immense distances, near 300 miles (there were few or no desirable
stopping-places), I used a light spring wagon or ambulance, holding
my bedding, mess-box, grain for the team, some water, stake ropes,
and a hundred other things. I nearly always camped out on the
prairie, of course cooked my own meals, was out in all kinds of
weather-sun, rain, heat and drought, blizzards and frightful lightning
storms. My favourite team was a couple of grey ponies. From being
so much together we got to understand each other pretty thoroughly,
and we had our adventures as well. Once on going up a very steep
hill the ponies lost their footing. The wagon backed and turned over,
and ponies and wagon rolled over and over down the hill among the
rocks till hung up on a cedar stump. I was not much hurt, but found
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the ponies half covered with stones and rocks that had rolled on to
them, the wagon upside down and camping material scattered everywhere. Cutting the tugs and rolling the stones away the ponies
jumped up miraculously little injured, and even the wagon still
serviceable, but I had to walk a long way to get assistance. Then we
have fallen through rotten bridges, stuck in rivers and quicksands,
and all sorts of things. 17

His responsibilities may have led to strained relations with
"M-," but Mrs. Lillie Gerhardt Anderson of Tucumcari recalls
Thomas Carson as a friendly man who loved to tease her when he
stopped at the Gerhardt ranch to visit and to rest his horses. Carson delighted in asking her in German, "Can you skate?" The
answer had to be negative, for the little girl had never seen a skate
except in pictures. The Scotsman was also fond of eating cold
boiled chicken for lunch during his long drives, Mrs. Anderson
recalls. "On one occasion he brought in a dressed hen and asked
me to boil it for him. I told him I couldn't. (I was nine years old.)
Mother was glad to take over the task for him, and he was pleased."
Mrs. Anderson's memories of Thomas Carson "are all pleasant
ones."lS
Sometime in the I 890'S the Scottish Company decided to sell
its New Mexico holdings. Carson explained, "The range was,
however, much too heavily stocked, the rains irregular, severe
droughts frequent, and the annual losses yearly becoining heavier,
so heavy in fact that owners only waited a slight improvement in
prices to sell out or drive their cattle out of the country."19 He began the slow process of selling off the cattle, but years before the
task was completed he had severed connections with the organization. 20 Despite earlier failures to establish his own ranch, Carson
was determined to try again. Since he had not accumulated sufficient capital to purchase the eastern New Mexico land he wanted,
he had recourse to the fine old frontier practice of exercising squatter's sovereignty.
Seeing that it was quite hopeless to run cattle profitably on the openrange system, and having longing eyes on a certain part of the plains
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which was covered with very fine grass and already fenced on one
side by the Texas line-knowing also quite well that fencing on public
land in New Mexico was strictly against the law (land in the territories is the property of the Federal Government, which will neither
lease it nor sell it, but holds it for home-steading)-I yet went to work,
bought a lot of wire and posts, gave a contract to a fencebuilder and
boldly ran a line over thirty miles long enclosing something like
100,000 acres. The location was part of the country where our stock
horses used to run with the mustangs, and so I knew every foot of it
pretty well. There was practically no limit to the acreage I might have
enclosed; and I had then the choice of all sorts of country-country
with lots of natural shelter for cattle, and even country where water
in abundance could be got close to the surface. In my selected territory I knew quite well that it was very deep to water and that it
would cost a lot of money in the shape of deep wells and powerful
windmills to get it out; yet it was for this very reason that I selected
it. Would not the country in a few years swann with settlers ("nesters" as we called small farmers), and would they not of course first
select the land where water was shallow? They could not afford to
put in expensive wells and windmills. Thus I argued, and thus it
turned out exactly as anticipated. The rest of the country became
settled up by these nesters, but I was left alone for some eight years
absolutely undisturbed and in complete control of this considerable
block of land. More than that the County Assessor and collector
actually missed me for two years, not even knowing of my existence;
and for the whole period of eight years I never paid one cent for rent.
On my windmill locations I put "Scrip" in blocks of forty acres.
·Otherwise I owned or rented not a foot. 21

Carson's ranch was called "Running Water," although he commented wryly that the stream which gave it its name never ran
except immediately after a heavy rain. A headstream of the Whi~e
or Blanco River, Runningwater Draw rises in Curry County, New
Mexico, and cuts the Texas-New Mexico boundary a few miles
north of Farwell. 22 Because Carson's use of government land
eliminated one of the major costs faced by most ranchers, he was
able to carry on his operations with little recourse to borrowing.
As a result, he was free from the usual pressures to sell cattle at the
most inopportune times in order to meet debt payments. For several years the ranch was quite successfup3
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The headquarters house which Carson built was adobe with
walls two-and-a-half feet thick. The roof was boarded over, covered
with three inches of mud, and topped with sheets of corrugated
iron. The rock foundations were laid so deep that even the most
persistent skunks never succeeded in burrowing their way underneath the house-"which is quite a consideration," Carson declared. There were no trees or shrubs within miles of the house,
until one day Carson brought home a cottonwood shoot which he
planted in the center of the courtyard where it was nourished by
the "soap-suddy washings" thrown upon it. "When the tree did
grow up, and it thrived amazingly, its shade became the recognized
lounging-place. With a few flowering shrubs added, the patio
assumed quite a pretty aspect." Carson also planted a small
orchard and made an effort to grow vegetables. He tried a bit of
general fanning, and in some years he harvested "good crops of
Milo maize, Kafir corn, sorghum, rye, and even Indian corn." The
constant problem, of course, was water. It was "too scarce to do
the plants justice ... no matter how much water you irrigate with,
one good downpour from Nature's fertilizing watering-can is
worth more than three weeks of irrigation." One drought was so
severe that a nester complained that "for two years nothing was
raised, not even umbrellas!"24
Carson had spent enough time in arid portions of the West to
be acutely aware of the importance of an adequate supply of water,
and he took great pride in the fine wells which supplied most of
the water at his ill-named "Running Water" ranch.
My wells were deep, none less than 250 feet, the iron casing lo-inch
diameter, the pipe 6-inch or 8-inch, and the millwheels 20 feet in
diameter; this huge wind power being necessary to pump up from
such a depth a sufficiency of water. The water was pumped directly
into very large shallow drinking wooden tubs, thence into big reserve
earthen tanks (fenced in), and thence again led by pipe to other
large drinking-tubs outside and below the tanks, supplied with
floating stop-valves. This arrangement, arrived at after much deliberation, worked very well indeed; no water was wasted, and it was
always dean; and in very cold weather the cattle always get warm,
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freshly-pumped water in the upper tub, an important matter and one
reason why my cattle ,always did so well. But oh, dear! the trouble
and work we often had with these' wells! Perhaps in zero temperature something would go wrong with the pump valve or the piston
leather would wear out, or in a new well the quicksand would work
in. Neither myself, foreman nor boy was an expert or had' any
mechanical knowledge; though continued troubles, much hard work,
accompanied by, alas! harder language, was a capital apprenticeship.
In bitter cold freezin'g weather I well remember we once had to pull
out the rods and the piping three times in succession before we got
the damned thing into shape, and then we did not know what had
been the matter .... These wells and mills afforded any disgruntled
cowhand or "friendly" neighbor a simple and convenient opportunity
of "getting even," as a single small nail dropped down a pipe at once
clogged the valve and rendered the tedious operation necessary. I had
altogether five of such wells. 25

This bitter cold was one of the cattleman's worst enemies; few
things could cause the loss of cattle more quickly. Carson recalled
later the cold of the winters when dread northers swept relentlessly
across the bleak rangeland.
The temperature on these plains sometimes went so low as 20° below
zero, with wind blowing. There was no natural shelter, literally
nothing as big as your hat in the pasture, and several men advised
the building of sheds, windbreaks, etc. But experience told me just
the opposite. I had seen cattle (well fed and carefully tended) freeze
to death inside sheds and farms. Also I had seen whole bunches of
cattle standing shivering behind open sheds and windbreaks till they
practically froze to death or became so emaciated as to eventually die
of poverty. If you give cattle shelter they will be always hanging
around it. So I built no sheds or anything else. When a blizzard
came my cattle had to travel, and the continued travelling backwards
and forwards kept the blood in circulation. There were a few cases
of horns, feet, ears and mammae frozen off, but I never had a cow
frozen to death and never lost any directly from the severity of the
weather. More than that, I never fed a pound of hay.26

Another of Carson's major dangers was fire which could swiftly
destroy the grass even if the cattle escaped. In that Bat country
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there were few obstacles to check the course of the flames which
could get started in so many ways.
Lightning might set the grass afire; a match carelessly dropped by
the cigarette-smoker; a camp fire not properly put out; or any mischievously-inclined individual might set the whole country ablaze.
Indeed, the greatest prairie fire I have record of was maliciously
started to windward of my ranch by an ill-disposed neighbor purposely to burn me out. He did not quite succeed, as by hard fighting
all night we managed to save half the grass; but the fire extended
one hundred and thirty miles into Texas, burning out a strip from
thirty to sixty miles wide. 27

Carson made extensive use of fire guards which he created by
plowing furrows some one hundred feet apart and then carefully
burning out the grass in between. He estimated that he constructed some fifty-five miles of such guards. 28 Yet there were times
when they were not enough to check the flames.
In such cases it was at first our practice to catch and kill a yearling,
split it open and hitch ropes to the hind feet, when two of us
mounted men would drag the entire ·carcass over the line of fire. It
was effective but an expensive and cumbrous method. Later I
adopted a device called a "drag" composed of iron chains, in the
nature of a harrow, covered by raw hide for smothering purposes.
This could be dragged quite rapidly and sometimes had to be used
over miles and miles of encroaching fire. The horses might get badly
burnt, and in very rank grass where the fierce flames were· six to
eight feet high it was useless. 29

From the outset Carson decided to upgrade his herd by using
only registered, pure-grade Hereford bulls which he purchased in
the eastern part of the country. The bulls were penned during the
winter, so that the calves would all be approximately the same age
and thus easier to handle. In the early spring Carson put all of his
weak and poor cows in a separate pasture, where he fed them two
pounds a day of cottonseed meal with almost amazing results. As a
consequence of his efforts to improve the herd, he was able to
boast that he "every year got the highest calf-brand or crop amongst
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all my neighbors; and soon, with prudent culling of the cows, my
small herd was the best in the country; and my young steers topped
the market, beating even the crack herds that had been established
for twenty years and had great reputations."3o
Carson had a number of other interests, including traveling, and
he spent a great deal of the year away from the ranch, often in
Amarillo, Denver, San Francisco, or somewhere in Mexico. Although he was usually at home to supervise the roundup and
branding activities, his total stay probably did not exceed a month
a year. Carson gave his foreman a great deal of independence and
relied upon him to execute general orders. Since the foreman was
allowed to run his own small herd with Carson's, he had a personal
interest in seeing that everything ran smoothly. "I do not think
that a calf was ever stolen from me," Carson asserted. 3! For several
years matters went smoothly and the ranch prospered.
The weakness in the enterprise was the fact that Carson owned
only a few of the acres which he used. He must have realized from
the outset that it was only a matter of time until he was found out
and ordered to desist. Still, when the time came, he found it
difficult to leave, and he clung to the property as long as possible.
"Kind" friends, and I had lots of them, reported the fences to
Washington; a special agent was sent out to inspect, ordered the
fence down and went away again. I disregarded the order. To take
the fence down meant my getting out of the business or the ruin of
the herd. Next year another agent carne out, and said my fence was
an enclosure and must corne down. Seeing still some daylight I took
down some few miles of it, so that it would not be defined as an
enclosure, but only a drift-fence. During the winter, however, I could
not resist closing the gap again. Next season once more appeared a
Government agent, who in a rage ordered the fence down under
pains and penalties which could not well be longer disregarded.
Cattle were up in price; a neighbour had long been anxious to buy
me out; he was somewhat of a "smart Alick" and thought he could
keep the fence up; he knew all the circumstances; so I went over and
saw him, made a proposition, and in a few minutes the ranch, cattle,
fences and mills were his. Poor man! in six months his fence was
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down and the cattle scattered all over the country. He eventually
lost heavily by the deal; but being a man of substance I got my
money all right. 32

According to Carson it was about 19°2 when he sold his ranch
and left New Mexico. After some deliberation he moved to
Amarillo and invested most of his capital in erecting a commercial
building there. The rentals were sufficient to allow him to make
extensive trips abroad, including at least one journey around the
world in 19°8-19°9.33 Carson sold this property about 1910 and
left Amarillo. There is no indication that he ever returned to the
High Plains region in which he had spent nearly two decades of
his life.'
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NOTES
1. Ranching, Sport and Travel (London, 1911), and The World As
Seen By Me (London, 1923). The second volume is more comprehensive
than the first but repeats much of the same information on Carson's
American experiences.
2. Carson, Ranching, pp. 13,38-46,65; The World, pp. 13-28.
3. Carson, Ranching, pp. 42-43.
4- Ibid., p. 43·
5. Carson, The World, pp. 28-30.
6. Carson, Ranching, pp. 44-45.
7. Carson, The World, p. 30. Carson was very careless in citing dates,
and it is impossible to fix the exact chronology of his movements. He
recalled meeting Billy the Kid about 1883 although that young man was
killed in July 1881.
8. Carson, Ranching, p. 46.
9. Ibid·,PP·47,61-62,115- 16 .
10. Ibid., pp. 125-2¢). While there is no absolute agreement on the
origin of "Llano Estacado," there is no doubt but that Carson's explanation
falls into the realm of folklore. The most probable explanation is that it
refers to the stockaded or palisaded appearance of the cliff-like formations.
"Estacado" may have been a corruption of "destacado," meaning to detach
from the main body, tQ elevate, to raise, to stand out. That is, it is a term
descriptive of the terraip. which impressed the first Spaniards who entered
the region. See H. Bailey Carroll, "Llano Estacado," in Walter Prescott
Webb, ed., The Handbook of Texas (Austin, 1952), vol. 2, pp. 69-70'
11. Lillie Gerhardt Anderson, "The Scottish Loan Company," NMHR,
vol. 31 (April, 1956), pp. 155-56; Mrs. Anderson, Tucumcari, to author,
March 16, 31, 1966; H. H. Moncus, Tucumcari, to author, March 16,
1966; C. C. Clancey, Albuquerque, to author, March 19, 1966. Mrs.
Anderson's information is based upon information supplied by her
husband, Lorin Anderson, her brother, Carl J. Gerhardt, and her own
recollections.
12. Carson identified the troublesome rancher only as "M--." Mrs.
Anderson recalls that Carson bought cattle from Peter Maxwell, Judge
Magill, and Henry McBroom; it is not known whether one of them was
"M--" or whether it was someone else.
13· Carson, Ranching,pp. 117-24, 133.
14· Carson, The Warld, pp. 49-50.
15. Carson, Ranching, pp. 136-37; The World, pp. 50, 172-7416. Carson, Ranching, pp. 126-32.
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17. Ibid., pp. 135r40. A broken leg, incurred at a roundup, nearly cost
Carson his life when it became infected. Ibid., pp. 148-49.
18. Mrs. Anderson to author, March 16, 1966.
19. Carson, Ranching, p. 133.
20. It has proved impossible to ascertain just when Carson left the
Company. Mrs. Anderson recalls that the Horseshoe Outfit began to sell
its stock about 1901; the sales were completed about 1906. Anderson,
"Scottish Company," pp. 155-56. Carson, vague on dates as usual, reported
in 1910 that he had ended his ranching activities in 1902, and that he had
had his own ranch for eight years before this. He started his ranch a year
or two before terminating his employment with the Company, so, by his
statement, he was not with the company after approximately 1895. Carson,
Ranching, pp. 170, 195.
21. Carson, Ranching, pp. 170-71.
22. Carson, The World, p. 60; Webb, p. 516.
23. Carson, The World, p. 60.
24· Carson, Ranching, pp. 174-75, 199.
25. Ibid., pp. 184-86.
26. Ibid., p. 19I.
27. Carson, The World, pp. 60-61. This fire may have been the
famous one of 1894 which started in New Mexico in November and
crossed into XIT range in Texas near Farwell. J. Evetts Haley, The XIT
Ranch of Texas (Norman, 1929), p. 175; Cordia Sloan Duke and Joe B.
Frantz, 6,000 Miles of Fence (Austin, 1961 ), pp. 45-59.
28. Carson, The World, p. 61.
29. Ibid.
30. Ibid., pp. 61-62.
31. Ibid., pp. 192-93.
32 . Ibid·,'PP·194-95·
33. Carson described his trips in some detail in his books. When the
second one was published in 1923, he was apparently living in Great
Britain. Inquiries in Great Britain have failed to disclose any later information about him.
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IMPRESSIONS OF RUSSIAN PIONEERS IN THE WEST
JOHN P. KELLEY Be CHARLES E. UMBERLAKE

the nineteenth century the American West and even
the cowboy became familiar to Russians, primarily through the
fictional works of such foreign authors as James Fenimore Cooper,
Gustave Aimard, and Captain Mayne Reid.! One of the few
non-fictional descriptions of the West and of the American cowboy, or vaquero, by a Russian was written by A. S. Kurbskii in
his book, Russkii rabochii u severo-amerikanskago plantatora (A
Russian Working for a North American Pl~nter), published in
St. Petersburg in 1875.2
A. S. Kurbskii, a member of the Russian gentry and a graduate
of a technical institution in St. Petersburg, went to his estate in
1862 to become a farmer. There he found the new conditions
arising from the emancipation of the serfs in 186 I so chaotic that
he "did not know which way to tum." After a year of attempting
to manage his estate, he had merely run through his fortune. The
fault, he felt, was not his. He "had done nothing especially
foolish." The problem for landowners like himself was that they
."knew how the work should be done, but were unable to show
others how to do it."
Not wishing to waste his technical and theoretical education,
Kurbskii decided to acquire the practical experience he needed of
all levels of agricultural management. Since his social status and
self pride precluded such activity in Russia, he decided to "set
out for America where people, united by the will to work, have in
one hundred years, formed a first-class nation out of the wilderDURING
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ness." In America, "God willing," he could also earn money
and return to Russia to become a farmer again.
He had read much about America, but found it difficult to
understand the "private life of Americans," for the novels he read
strongly contradicted each other. So he decided "not to form in
advance any exact plan, but to examine everything myself, to rely
on the occasion, and to try to take advantage of it." He knew that
"one of the reasons for the rapid growth of the population and
the good fortune of the United States was the strong influx of
immigrants from Europe who brought to America and to their
work not only a supply of knowledge, but also some capital
acquired in Europe." Thus, the role of Europeans in America
.was of great interest to Kurbskii, especially the Russians who
had settled in the American West and acquired considerable fame
heroes. "3
.
as "vac
Before he reached the frontier, Kurbskii encountered only negative impressions of Russians living in America. In Chicago he
was told:
The Russians always act apart, as though afraid of being with
one another. . . . They all begin by joining some type of German,
French, or Polish circle. . . . Two Russians will not be seen together, even partners in some type of business.

He had also heard that some Russians in San Francisco had
formed the Russian-Slavic Society (in 186 I ?) but were unable
to remain united long enough to accomplish anything of lasting
significance. Petty squabbles and pride were blamed for this failure. These Russians not only discredited their society but made
themselves a laughing stock in the eyes of the Americans.
But "in the deserts of the Far West," Kurbskii reported, "the
name 'Russian' possessed significance and served as a good recommendation for all belonging to this nationality." As a result,
Kurbskii, a Russian visitor to the American West, found it easy
to become a respected vaquero himself and to learn about the
activities of his fellow countrymen in America.
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Kurbskii worked in Chicago for a time, and then went to a
farm in Peksin (Pekin?), Illinois. There he developed a strong
friendship with his employer, Mr. Max, and was asked to accompany Mr. Max's son on a visit to the Indian Territory. It was
after his arrival at the blockhouse of his employer's brother that
Kurbskii £rst heard about the Russian "vacheroes." The vaqueros
were discussing the relative suitability of various nationalities for
their work. 4 They agreed that Americans made the best cowboys
because of their "ability to establish a good relationship with their
employer," and for their "cold courage." Mexicans were also
courageous, but they "were not skilled in the art of taking care
of animals." The mulattoes and Negroes lacked "the bravery of
the whites," but were "unmatched by the whites as stablemen
and herdsmen." As for the Europeans, the French, English, and
Swedes enjoyed good reputations, but the Germans were "arrogant and boastful," and they "lose their nerve when they have to
act on their own." The Irish were disliked because of their
"crudeness" and their "passion for drinking themselves out of
their minds." Russians were valued "especially highly as
vacheroes."
Most of the "few hundred" Russians who lived in the American
West were fugitive convicts who, having Red prisons in eastern
Siberia, had reached America with the help of American whalers.
Kurbskii felt that these Russians were "people gifted with unusually sturdy constitutions, vigorous minds, and wills of iron."
Past hardships had prepared them for the rigors of frontier life,
and they were also favored in America by the lack of interest in
people's earlier lives. In addition, Kurbskii felt that they were
endowed with the proverbial "native cleverness of the Russian
common people." They quickly surmised that "one did not get
far [in America] by swindling and robbing, but that by living
honestly and working, it was possible in a very short time to
achieve such a prosperity as they had never before dreamed of."
All these factors, he felt, had contributed to the development of
the Russians' good fame.
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The majority of the Russians in the West became wagoners,
the occupation which they knew best. They saw a promising opportunity in the transportation of goods to California from the
East, and formed cooperatives (arteli) which soon had a flourishing business. Shippers gladly contracted with the Russian cooperatives, who had established such good relations with the Indians
that, according to Kurbskii, "there was not an example of a transport entrusted to a Russian wagoner which was attacked or lost
a single package."
When the trans-Continental railroads were built, the cooperatives broke up and the Russians scattered. Some settled in California and others went to the Indian Territory (Oklahoma),
where they either "built blockhouses" or served as vaqueros. The
Russian cowboys were found to be "fully worthy of trust and
difficult to replace." They were known for their reluctance to kill
Indians and for their willingness to help anyone, "regardless of
the color of his skin."
Some of the Russians who remained on the prairie formed a
cooperative called "The Grandfather" (Ded). In the western
part of the Indian Territory this group constructed a blockhouse
and engaged in wheat farming and cattle raising. It was "in the
very nest of the Indians," but the Grandfather soon established
mutually respectful and peaceful relations with them. Before the
blockhouse was built, the Grandfather visited the local chiefs,
presented them with "firewater," and assured them that the cooperative wished to live in peace with the Indians. In tum, the
Indians promised on oath not to, oppose the construction of the
blockhouse. The Indians were willing to agree to this, according
to Kurbskii, because their past experiences with the Russians
had shown that their word could be trusted.
Kurbskii relates two instances which illustrate the way in which
the Grandfather, without bloodshed, obtained redress for Indian
transgressions. In the first one, an Apache band, led by a white
man, stole a number of the Grandfather's cattle. The Grandfather
retaliated by entering the Apache camp while the men were'away
hunting, and taking the women captive. The women were held
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until some of the cattle had been returned and compensation in
the form of buffalo skins had been given for the others. When
the tribe turned the guilty Indians over to the Grandfather, the
cooperative smoked the peace pipe with them instead of taking
. vengeance. The white leader, however, was whipped, tarred, and
feathered.
The second instance followed the burning of a large field of
wheat by Comanche Indians. The greater numbers of the Camanche made it impossible to seek reparation at the time. But the
Grandfather waited and increased the number of its vaqueros.
Then, when the Comanche, who apparently had forgotten the
incident, left their camp under a light guard, the Grandfather
repeated the tactic it had employed so successfully against the
Apache. Then the cooperative required the culprits to plow an
area equal to that destroyed by the fire. Although the Indians
"did not want to take up the odious plow, ... badly or well, the
field was plowed," the women held as hostages were returned, and
peace was restored. Kurbskii felt that the avoidance of bloodshed
deprived the Indians of any grounds for reprisal. The prudent
and effective resolution of such problems resulted in the establishment of a mutually beneficial commerce between the Grandfather and the Indians.
The reputation of his compatriots in the Indian Territory made
it unnecessary for the author-traveler Kurbskii to prove himself
personally in order to gain the respect of American pioneers and
vaqueros there. And this prompted him to note the paradox of
the Russians in America: The "better classes" of Russian society,
who had settled in the larger cities of America, "founded their
society with its long name and served as a joke for the Americans."
But those who had been "discarded as unfit by society" in Russia
created esteem in the American West for the nationality which
had rejected them.
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NOTES
I. In fiction written by Russians, however, Valentin Kiparsky has
found: "No Russian authors have introduced a cowboy into their work,
even if they gave us realistic descriptions of the American West." See hisEnglish and American Characters in Russian Fiction (Berlin, 1964), p.
1°9·
2. Several chapters of Kurbskii's work were published in various periodicals in serial form in Russia before they were collected into a separate
book. See, for instance, Vestnik Evropy (European Messenger), 1873,
Nos. 6, 7, 8,9; 1874, Nos. 10, II; 1875, Nos. 7, 8; 1876, NO.5; Otechestvenniia zapiski (Annals of the Fatherland), 1875, No.8. The section
translated here appeared in both these periodicals. The Library of Congress system of transliteration of Russian words has been used in this.
article; it should be noted that Kurbskii's book used the old Russian
orthography (pre-1917). One other brief sociological note on the cowboy
was written by P. A. Tverskoi in Ocherki severo-amerikanskykh Soedinennykh Shtatov, or Sketches of the United States of North America
(St. Petersburg, 1895). Writing between 1881 and 1891, Tverskoi noted
(pp. 103-04) that "now these cowboys, or herdsmen, comprise the coarsest
class of American society, the last remaining type of the former frontier
bravo who, having won all the West from the Indians, have done their job
and, having relinquished their place to the peaceful landowner, are quickly
vanishing from the horizon."
3. Kurbskii uses the term "vachero" quite loosely. He does, however,
provide us with one detailed description of the vaqueros hired to accompany and protect a caravan of wagons going from Towson (Oklahoma) to
his employer's blockhouse near the confluence of the "Est" (East?) and
the Red Rivers: "... At the railroad deharkadero [in Towson] a crowd
of gentlemen met and greeted us with a loud 'halo.' ... Some were dressed
in large boots, some in special footgear of woven straps and similar to bast
sandals. [They wore] dirty leather chaps [shtany] and jackets, broad, full
leather hats on shaggy heads, and they were armed, so to speak, from
head to foot with carbines, revolvers, large knives, and short-handled
axes; they had the appearance of a gang of theatrical bandits."
4. The question of nationality was important, Kurbskii says, fot "the
_pioneers who hire 'vacheroes' determine their salary by the personal reputation of the 'vachero' or by the nationality to which he belongs."
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BANKERS AND CATTLEMEN. By Gene M. Gressley. New York: Alfred
Knopf, 1966. Pp. XV, 320. $6.95.
THE ROMANCE of the western cattle industry has attracted more than a
score of good historians, many of whom have dwelt on the colorful aspects
of the industry during the late nineteenth century. Professor Gressley'S
purpose in this fine study, however, is to penetrate what he calls the
"barbed wire curtain," or narrow regional perspectives, and to study the
western range industry within a broad national context. To achieve this
goal he focuses largely on the relationships between eastern financiers and
western cattlemen in the years between 1870 and 1900.
Professor Gressley provides us with various perspectives on the Cattle
Kingdom. His opening chapters set the scene with colorful vignettes of
Wall Street after the Civil War-and of its counterpart in Cheyenne,
Wyoming-Carey Avenue. He then deals with the motivation of easterners, mostly Bostonians and New Yorkers, in coming west. He describes
with verve the problems of capitalization and organization which they
faced in the strange environment, and the types of people whom they
encountered. These included a new breed of professional managers of
cattle ranches, commissioner merchants, bankers, and inevitably, politicians. Their common efforts resulted in the dramatic rise of the cattle
industry for more than two decades after 1870' Generally speaking, the
author concludes, Yankees who came west rarely made a killing (financial), and frequently returned home poorer than when they started. But
the significance of eastern capital was to spur western economic development during this era. And it provided additional momentum for a wide
range of other economic enterprises which flowered in the west during the
course of the twentieth century.
Professor Gressley has made a prodigious search for relevant materialS.
Much of the book is based on primary sources, including more than seventy-five manuscript collections from coast to coast as well as a wide range
of contemporary western newspapers and pamphlets. The author has
obviously gone to great pains to endow his book with a lively and interesting style, and he has carefully chosen a large number of apt narratives
to illustrate his main contentions. Altogether this is a most useful and
informative volume which will be of interest to devotees of western
history-within and without the groves of academe.
The University of New Mexico
GERALD D. NASH
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YOUNT AND HIS CHRONICLES OF THE WEST, CoMPRISING

EXTRACTS FROM HIS "MEMOmS" AND FROM THE ORANGE CLARK

"NAR-

Edited by Charles L. Camp. Denver: Old West Publishing
Company, 1966. Pp. xviii, 280. Illus., map, bibliog., index. $20.00.

RATIVE."

IF, as Charles Camp suggests, "George Yount's name occupies a memorable place among the forerunners of westward expansion," much of the
credit must go to Professor Camp. His publication, in 1923, of "The
Chronicles of George C. Yount" in the California Historical Quarterly
rendered them more accessible to a generation of historians. Yount's
reminiscences, along with those of men like James Ohio Pattie, Kit Carson,
and Peg-leg Smith, furnish much of the material from which the story of
the fur trade in the Southwest has been told. Happily, additional Yount
reminiscences have been found and Professor Camp, after a forty-three
year intermission, is now able to complete Yount's tale of his adventures.
The newly found item is an almost complete manuscript of a "Narrative"
written by the Reverend Orange Clark, to whom Yount dictated his
reminiscences. Camp's earlier publication was based largely upon a condensation of the original "Narrative" coupled with Yount's "Memoirs,"
which only went into 1826. The present editing represents "a fairly complete, reconstructed 'Narrative.'''
In the introduction and Part I of George Yount and his Chronicles of
the West, Camp has constructed a biographical sketch of Yount and a
useful summary, in near outline form, of the major trapping and trading
expeditions in the Southwest between 1815 and 1830' With Part II the
Yount 'Memoirs" begin, describing Yount's family, his role in the War of
1812 in Missouri, and the ill-fortune which caused him to move west on
the Santa Fe Trail in 1826. This portion of the "Memoirs" was not included in Camp's 1923 article.
Parts III through V treat Yount's trapping activities and rely heavily
on the complete Clark "Narrative," which provided much new information
on Yount's activities on the Gila and Colorado rivers between 1826 and 1828,
and Yount's journey to California via the Old Spanish Trail in 183°-1831.
The material on Yount's Salt Lake Expedition of 1829-183° is almost
entirely new. The recently discovered narrative also sheds further light on
Yount's California activities, much of this being included in Part VI.
"Indians of Napa" and the "Miraculous Escapes of Hugh Glass," Parts VII
and IX, appear almost exactly as they did in the 1923 article. In Part X,
as an added bonus, Professor Camp provides a composite picture of the
adventures of Peg-leg Smith, based on various newspaper articles and other
sources.
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.yount, like many of his contemporaries, was never guilty of minimiz~
ing his own importance in the retelling of a story, or of underestimating
the weight of a grizzly bear or the length of a rattlesnake. Yet one can
hardly doubt that Yount participated in the adventures he related. Camp,
while recognizing that "winnowing the facts from these Bu'orescent tales
has become a kind of sport in historical research" (XV), participates in
the game with vigor. His footnotes, which reBect changes in scholarship
in the last forty years, are both informative and provocative-especially
when he tries to make sense out of Pattie's Narrative or locate Yount's
routes on the map. Some will find areas of disagreement in Camp's conclusion. I, for instance, doubt that Peg-leg Smith was gone for eighteen
months on his 1824 expedition from Santa Fe (p. 288). But disagreements
make it clear that the sport of "winnowing" is still in vogue.
This handsome volume, like all books designed and printed by Lawton
and Alfred Kennedy, is a pleasure to read. One may at first experience
some difficulty in determining where Camp's editing begins and Reverend
Clark's ends, and vice-versa. The failure to include the numbers of footnotes at their appropriate places in the text (numbers 2, 50, and 62 were
noted by this reviewer) compounds this difficulty. For the careful reader,
however, this scarcely impairs the usefulness of this volume. Camp has
made a long-lasting contribution by bringing this important source up to
date.
The University of New Mexico
DAVID J. WEBER

A WESTERN PANORAMA, 1849-1875: THE TRAVELS, WRITINGS AND INFLUENCE OF J. Ross BROWNE. By David Michael Goodman. Glendale:
The Arthur H. Clarke Company, 1966. Pp. 328. Illus,, maps, bibliog.,
index. $ I I.OO.
THIS is the second study of the western career of J. Ross Browne to appear
in as many years and it gives a broader treatment and more extensive
documentation than the first, Richard Dillon's J. Ross Browne: Confidential Agent in Old California (University of Oklahoma Press, 1965). But
it is not and does not claim to be a full-dress biography of the colorful and
wide-ranging Browne.
John Ross Browne was a man of many hats. Traveler, author, wit,
artist, flutist, reformer, public servant, and diplomat, he came to be a
well-known figure on the American scene, not merely in the West. As a
young man he worked on a newspaper, made a cruise on a whaler (and
wrote an important book about it), served as shorthand reporter for the
Congressional Globe and as assistant compiler of bank statistics for the
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U. S. Treasury Department. In 1849, he arrived in California in the
Federal Customs Service, only to find his job abolished, but he persisted
and was chosen to report and publish the debates of the California Constitutional Convention. Subsequently, from 1854 to 1860, Browne served
as special agent, mainly on the Pacific Coast, investigating customs matters
or the San Francisco Mint for the Treasury Department or land and
Indian questions for the Department of Interior. All the while, he traveled
widely and wrote extensively, especially for Harper's Magazine, in which
his famous series, "A Peep at Washoe," appeared in 1860-1861. A tour of
Arizona in 1863 and. 1864 resulted in his fine descriptive account, Adventures in the Apache Country (1869), while in 1865 he lobbied successfully in Washington on behalf of California grape growers opposing a
bill to tax domestic wines. In the following year he was appointed by the
Secretary of the Treasury as the first commissioner to collect mineral
statistics west of the Rockies, and, using the talents of experts more
familiar with mining than himself, he published two reports on western
mining which are still useful, but by no means completely reliable. The
peak of his career came in 1868 with his appointment as U. S. Minister.
to China, a post which he held for eighteen months. Browne was undoubtedly a significant figure, though perhaps not as important as the
author makes him out. Without question, as special agent, he saved his
government much money ($2 million, says Goodman) and improved the
reputation of the revenue and Indian services. He did know the West
well and, according to Goodman, his greatest contribution was that he
wrote "an honest and clear picture of his time" (p. 274), a conclusion that
many of his western contemporaries would never have accepted. Nor
would knowledgeable mining men of the era be inclined to agree with
.the author's evaluation of Browne as "one of the country's leading experts
on mineral resources." (p. 11)
This is a good book, interesting and well researched, but not without
its blemishes. An alert editor might have brought better balance to the
volume. Roughly one-half the space is devoted to Browne the special
agent, with chapters that are often so short and choppy as to be disturbing.
The details of fraud, mismanagement, and inefficiency through which the
reader must flounder are both excessive and dreary, and there is little
satisfaction in the fact that Browne is invariably the hero, regularly acting
as a one-man Hoover Commission to recommend improvements. Vigilant
editing would have eliminated footnotes like number six on page nineteen
which begins nowhere in particular and leads to no place at all. Throughout, more of the author than of BroWne comes through, which is too bad,
for Browne was a particularly engaging writer, though Goodman has a
perfectly respectable style and has written a perfectly respectable book.
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Western Panorama is a handsome volume in traditional Arthur Clarke
format, with maps and some forty illustrations, most of them Browne's
own sketches from Harper's. The impressive bibliography indicates comprehensive research not only in books, but in manuscripts, newspapers,
and government documents, although curiously enough Goodman seems
not to have consulted one of the best general treatments of Browne,
Dorothy Johansen's fine article in the 1941 Pacific Northwest Quarterly.
U~iversity of Illinois
CLARK C. SPENCE

KING FISHER: HIS LIFE AND TIMES. By O. C. Fisher with J. C. Dykes.
Norman~ University of Oklahoma Press, 1966. Pp. xviii, 158. Bibliog.
$2.00.

NEAR THE TOP in what might be called the second echelon of frontier
desperadoes, along with Clay Allison, Joel Fowler, and Mysterious Dave
Mather, stands the flamboyant figure of King Fisher. He is young and
handsome. He wears a pair of tiger-skin chaps. He is fast with a pistol
and is so firmly in charge of his neighborhood on Pendencia Creek in
Dimmit County, Texas, that he has posted a sign at a country crossroads:
"This is King Fisher's road. Take the other." A man like that naturally
becomes a legend, and during the eighty-odd years since his assassination,
King has never ceased to be a topic for debate among bad-man specialists.
Now comes O. C. Fisher, lawyer, congressman and amateur historian,
whose father was a first cousin of King, and gives us what should be the
last word on his ruthless relative.
We learn that James Fisher came to Texas from Arkansas in 1835 and
that his grandson was born near Goliad in 1854. By the time King was
fifteen, he was ready to start his career as a Western Hero. He was a
handsome fellow, admired by the girls, quiet and gentlemanly but good
at fist fighting, a famous shot, a judge of fine horseflesh. He was also in
trouble with the Law for "borrowing" a horse. He spent four months of
a two-year sentence in the penitentiary (the Governor pardoned him
because of his youth) and emerged with a reputation as a dangerous man.
In the early seventies some of his old friends and neighbors who had
moved to the Carrizo Springs neighborhood decided they needed him to
fight Indians and outlaws and he moved over to join them.
Before he was out of his teens, he was the leader of a particularly hard
and ruthless group of men, many of them wanted, all of them interested
in other people's property. O. C. Fisher maintains that his weakness was
in "trusting those who seemed to trust him, without asking questions.
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It was not his nature to turn a man away who sought refuge at the
Pendencia ranch." It is possible, he thinks, that these trusted cutthroats
"may have engaged in acts of lawlessness which Fisher, had he known,
would not have condoned." The same might have been said of AI Capone,
but in justice we have to admit that some very good men, including
Ranger George Durham, believed that "King was a better man than
some that arrested him," and that he was declared innocent of all charges
against him in 1881.
In 1882, chastened by his long wrestle with the law as implemented by
the Texas Rangers, King decided to turn over a new leaf. In 1884 he
rose to the honorable position of Sheriff of Uvalde County. When in that
year the business of his office took him to Austin, however, his destiny
caught up with him. On March II he met the notorious Ben Thompson
and accompanied him to San Antonio. Thompson was off limits there, for
in 1882 he had killed a popular theatrical impresario in his own place of
business and set up a feud situation. That evening Thompson and Fisher
visited the theater where the earlier killing had taken place and both
were shot to death under circumstances which remain mysterious in spite
of many attempts, including the present author's, to ferret out the facts.
Like most "family" biographies, the book is inclined to give its subject the benefit of all doubts-makes him, in fact a little too heroic to
be true. It is not skillfully written or, in spite of Mr. Dykes' help adequately organized. On the other hand, it does give information that
could have come only from an insider, and it does place King in proper
perspective against the background of his time and place. Since there is
no other volume on the subject, this one will be useful for the foreseeable
future to all students of frontier times in Texas.
University of Texas at
C. 1. SONNICHSEN
El Paso-Texas Western College

JOHN SELMAN, TEXAS GUNFIGHTER. By Leon Claire Metz. New York:
Hastings House, Publishers, 1966. Pp. 254. IIlus., map, bibliog., index.
$6·95·
IT WAS INEVITABLE that someone would write a book about John Selman,
who gained fame of a sort as a gunman by killing John Wesley Hardin
in £1 Paso on August 19, 1895. It was also predictable that the author of
such a book would be obliged, of necessity, to tell a sordid story of a man
without a bit of glamour, lacking entirely any sense of humor, with which
William H. Bonney, Ike Stockton and Port Stockton had been endowed,
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with no redeeming trait or quirk of character which might entitle him to

be a candidate for election-to the dubious honor of a place in the Southwestern gallery of gunmen and outlaws.
Leon Claire Metz was the author chosen by fate to write such a book,
entitled John Selman, Texas Gun~ghter, and including a dozen or more
good photographs. At the outset let it be said that Leon Metz has done a
most creditable bit of research, particularly in the early years of Selman's
life; and that the book is sufficiently meritorious in every respect to deserve
a place on the Southwestern bookshelf alongside J. Evett Haley's Jeff
Milton, Bobby McCubbin's reprint of John Wesley Hardin's The Life
of John Wesley Hardin, and Dee Harkey's Mean as Hell. Carefully
and painstakingly Author Metz has followed the footsteps of an obscure
John Selman, beginning with his birth in Madison County, Arkansas, on
November 16, 1839, and ending on April 6, 1896, the day after he was
gunned down by George Scarborough, in EI Paso. With apparent ability,
zeal, and diligence which might well have been bestowed on a more important subject, the author traces Selman's peripatetic wanderings in and
out of Arkansas, Texas, New Mexico, and Mexico; tells of his meetings and
partings with several important gunfighters of the era. In the telling Mr.
Metz is frank enough to indicate that Selman failed to measure up to
more intelligent and competent outlaws roaming about the Southwest at
the time.
It is apparent. throughout the book that John Selman was, throughout
most of his adult life, ·a whiskey guzzling, penny ante poker playing,
small calibre man, always living on the fringe of society, always solicitous
for the protection afforded by a deputy sheriff's badge, or a commission as
precinct constable, the lowest possible rung on the law enforcement ladder.
Mr. Metz' best work in the book is done in Chapters 17 and 18, in
which he tells of the various versions of the manner in which John
Wesley Hardin was killed by John Selman in the Acme Saloon on
August 18, 1895, with bullets pumped from a .45. The reader is left to
decide for himself whether Selman did or did not shoot Hardin in the
back, a question that has been debated on and off now for some seventy
years. The Metz book successfully closes a gap in the literature surrounding the good old days when one outlaw suddenly killed another outlaw,
to the eminent satisfaction of those advocating enforcement of law and
order in EI Paso.
Albuquerque, N. M.
W. A. KELEHER
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of the Historical Society of New Mexico
was held on December 10, 1966, in Santa Fe. President Victor
Westphall pointed out that for a century the Society had unsuccessfully tried to break away from parochial entanglements in
Santa Fe so as to be able to serve the larger area of Territory and
State. In the past few years it has gained a start in that direction
with nine affiliated societies throughout New Mexico. This
achievement was made through the efforts of officers of the Society,
and other volunteers, none of whom can afford to devote indefinitely the time necessary to carryon an expanded and vital program for the entire State. This larger plan was not started with
any naive notion that it could be carried on endlessly entirely by
volunteer help. A vigorous attempt was made to secure financial
aid from one of several private endowments. It was learned that
the granting of funds by these organizations is universally predicated on expenditures for specific projects carried out within a
limited period of time. The long range needs of the Society did not
fit this pattern, so no funds were available.
President Westphall then reviewed the next effort of the Society
to achieve means of supporting its established program. Several
meetings were held by representatives of the Society, the Governor's Commission on Historic Sites, the Museum of New Mexico,
the State Planning office, and the Attorney General's office. The
purpose of these meetings was to propose certain legislation, one
feature of which was the establishment of the office of historian
for New Mexico. It was envisaged that the duties of this historian
would be sympathetic to the objectives and program of the Society.
HE ANNUAL MEETING
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After the annual meeting, and before this proposed legislation
reached final form, it was learned that certain vested interests in
the State objected to the "historian" feature, so that portion of the
proposed bill was deleted.
The Society is again seeking a way to nurture its statewide activities. It would not be for the best interests of New Mexico for
this broad liaison in historical matters to collapse with nothing
even remotely in Sight to replace it.
President Victor Westphall welcomes suggestions from the
membership as to a course of action to pursue. His address is: Val
Verde Ranch, Eagle Nest, New Mexico, 87718.
LANCE ROBBINS, Bulletin Editor

